






15 January 1992 
Position Papers 
Enclosed are a group of position papers on a wide variety of 
issues. We still lack papers on a number of hot issues of great 
importance to activists. We shall try to remedy this as soon as 
possible. In the meantime, this collection should help. 
These papers are approved for duplication and circulation to 
both your staff members in the field, the press, and the general 
public. If anyone locates any typographical errors, please let 
us know. 
Thanks. 
Dtaar Fallo~ Ameri~an, 
our co".l.."1t::-y I s h.e!\lt~
1 
e-a:re systalD. is tn cr:i.s.is, We spf'..nd too 
much and do toe li ttlt1.. 
Since l9ii, as J~~orn1x.y G-in~..ral i'.?.nd (;overnor o! -my s-::ate, I 
havt~ t,tcrk.i!-.d 01-i b.Aa.1:~h i.:;:~l(;>-'!:, esp~cia.11y th.osl? nf::QC'ti.ng ch.i.1.d.:re.n 
and t.h~ eldarly, Last ya~, :C co-c:bai~e.d. t.hA 1l'at:.il'..mal Governors 
A.,i;socia t.ion E:e.al:th c.arm Kf!.f orm Ta.sk Force. 
I have talk'-tr.! ·wi ~~.h }r .. tn.d:r.ec:s of he.al "t-h cares ccini:.::u.:oarn, 
p::ovid,e.-..rs, ~:m1 ~p~~~ts, :i.!1cl tidi.l'l<J o:i:·c.i.n.a:...-y ci t12.'1I",~ ancl. t.Inl'!.ll 
bu~ir.eS$ ::;,e•:;,pl.e v:i.t'.;i bt~'t.-i:>::::e1...~.ki:riq s"t;,c::!':.'.ie~ to t1.1.:i.l. r: k..."1.ow '-le 
nal?d a ~,e'w' il.p;iroech to ~£urn~!:F?. all. Ame.1:-ican_g a.ff ordahl!ii\, b.igh-
qua.li ty ca=a. 
! ho:;;"f. you ~•i}.1 t~:e :-lie. tL~e to r~-~.d this pli'W'l. '!'naslit. 
p:.-:-~1~05 2. :_5 =·ep,:e.s en~ tbc~. br:li; .in.r.1.~lq ct t..~-~- cl.i.!-t;:tl!S'S i.o:--., n::t. ~':.~. end. 
S-::i I ¥ant v0u •.:.e; 
ycr.ir ide.as -:or ;a.king 
a reali~y . 
. In the. ;.,·e':'-'<~ ~-rd :l'lc::-~:: ... "'-.i.s . to come., ! 1 r:.1. going -::o P..s}: pe.op·le 
?.-.c:::-c~s -:-.::.a ::o\.L11.t=y -··· (,k.>c".::.crs, n•.~:.:-~~s : hc•a:pi-:.c=i.l vo1:ker:c;, business 
paople, a.no. cc:11s~e:.s ··- t'.~) ~:~1:ment Cl'l n:y pla.n <:'..nd t~ b.~.:.:;, t:ia..ke 
it bet't~:r.-. Toge.t.b.f~r., i.:1 ":.ht?. fi:-st. yt~-~~ of a Clir.tor: 
•• I .;...• ,... • ,. • h ACim.l.nl.St"~·a ,.,;.,on, ~~ ..!...L :a:u:u,::e si.u:-r~ "1·,ery .t-:.'Ill~.:r:i.can . as ac::e:!Zs .c:.o 
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B!LL ~IN'rO.N' S ltKml!O.N r..z~t'I'lt CARE l?LAli ,·, .
· .. ·:.,-· 
'!'Im Iti!i.\t'.rn CUE s<;rcrnR!j£z:l OH T1rE. YOR~TTID{ .MX:ODt,~ CLASS 
I ~ - . . • ,. . ; .I • .... . · ,.. 
w,~~ are. tht1 c·nly ad.vancet:.C :ns:·ticn· iri. 'fl.Hi ·,..:orld the.t d6aan •·t 
pr.cvidQ b.nnlth carft to . all i_tri c:itJ.~ian~ tlnd q.oesn 1 t ~ffit.ctJ.•,af:t 
cont:rol co~ts. A:mei·ic,.a crp8nd~ · 3 0% mc.r~. ot :Lt$' 1N'P _. th~.n our niaj 6r 
cr::r~peti tor:!t, puts m.or~ p:r.~;.;sura on b1.:a~:i.n~ss, and rslng~.taa moro. 
pcopltl to t-;he r~·1k.1; of the. _u·r1in~urAd, . who g'Qt car~ that .Ls _ts,o_ 
latte, too 11x-pens:i,Vl!l I and ·ptu.d -t:or by t:?:i.e ::'fr.st · ci:': ,.:.:." :·· · · ~v a.ry ·:d,.\y 
Amll:T.':l.ca. sp"ln.ds twice as muc.h ,:in health ~---- $2 bLUi.()! ', :is w~ dicl 
fen: a da;{ of Deu:tart Stm:ns.. .l\J.:sa, by ~r1any !l:.t.:ir~a:~..i.1.: ¢l-.,t· ·: ::··.:n: L:fan~ 
mortality to ha.a.rt d.izsaa.se to lif 8. ~xpec:ta.;-:··y I i;..t1t ,:0. -:: 1,1n '. t the 
heal thie.rJt r:ountry in tl11i1 world. 
For a decade, th~- Re,sg,1:n a.nd Bunh ~.d.::.,:,. ;.~ ni1i·~rati.i,as b.a\>·i1 i.gnored 
t..b.e. nee.els: of n:iddle•-•c.la~$ f t:.JD.i l i~!» a.nd let he.altb. carE! cctits soa.t· 
out of control. In 1980 1 whe...n Rttag,u1-Bi.!$h first took af:f.:i.cG, 
n.a.ti.1,,in~.l health c:a.?:Q expe11d.it~tr~s tota.\.ecl $2 ,l9 billidn or · 9 .1 
pa:t:cftnt of ow: econoro.y. !n. 1991, th~'.{ totaled $738, _billion · or 
about lJ pOJ.rt!Q.nt of th~ ~conomy. 
In 1.9 8 O, 12. S p~.rccnt of. .Am~r ican;! ,.:.ri.dnr 6! ware nr.1t covlilred 
by hitialth illmt.ras1ce. Today, ov~r 11.5 t~er.cent a:r:e not c,:ive!.·ad and.I 
many ~ore a..r ft. only pr.i.....rtie.11 '.{ cove.:z::·ed. ~ ·.· ·, -· 
:rn 19 a O, total sp.end.ing by f~deral ~nd state_ gova:r.rur .. ~mt:5 on 
b.~alth care,. tot'.al9d $105 billion.. Today it totAls almost. $300 
billion. 
I 
: · ·· Today;· health cm:e c cis·!::.:", c:t!'.'~ t.bs n",rznbar ·onci1 · c;aiis:£i c:ii: pf:t'sc:>n ,i;. l 
. b;;i~nk.r.:i.1pt:ci~.?-:, tho l'llt:tttbe.r otH-:t ,::auac. of b1.1.~;J..r-,T!'s!. b~11kr1.rptc.1.!f'l:8 ;).nd t.~~i. 
nu:in}·-' ("-'.t' on~ ~::.1. tl54\l C}f: la.bo:t· cl.i sputf~S in tbJ:i n~t ~Lcm.. liealtl1 l.nsiu.·21.nce 
cost~ add rnc.1:-:e tha.!1. $700 t.o t:hi~ cost of ,ivery car produced Ln th~ 
oni.te.d St..-'l.t~s and ccn:-porate. h~nlt.b.. j.nst:.J.:'a.!1c0 !Spe.nding is equal tc 
mor~ than 10c pe:ccent of ~1:L c.ompany ~tttt·-ta.~ profits. ... 
n~spi ta a r.elant.liasn f ccu~ cm. r.:ontr.-oJ.l.lng cost.£1 over t.hQ pant 
dac..~.d'-lt, A:me.ric:ui henl th c <.1J:·~ i:.~ost:s a.ra -rnr.:.ch higher a..nd rising· much 
faster than. in othP.1.t: na tion.$. I! pr1UJe.nt t!:c..."'ld.S continue, we will 
bo spanc.lin9· rJVe.r 17%. l'.)f GNP on heal th. !it the end of · th!! d~t~ade, ,· 
tt n.cugh ta COUZU'l!H~ tha pGl\.C; e d1vidrtmd and. ~a.Jee it rnpcssibl~ . to be'' 
J~\.~.J_;ty cc.m.pet;i t:t .. -1~-a Ln t.t'1e global econom.;,t. · ... 
1 
..... 
· Today, m.ill.i.ons of paor,lQ live ,~.it~ gnaYing fe:a:rs that tb.1air 
... -r~., .. ,.,.,... ·•11, .... "" c~ Tl ,(."""1.., ·• )-.·h~J,.,. ;..·.1, · .. · u· ']1"¥• t '< 1·•··•'-'"e·r ,...o,.tw ·-~ill r-10 
, . ... () ~.,~ .. i-..u..·•.:,"I\;" ~ • .,, .... ._.1...,~ ..,-r.:L •. r•·'\!!! i ... \!•,1...s.l _., ,\,... , Jt'l1i,,, --...~ .... t, f"f, • • ~""'\.,;-,,l'- .,. ..,, .- lia " -:, 
t.b.rougb t...ba r<":ic:it, tb .. e:i.r e..1;::121.1:,:ft!':.;~ ~,.rill r~r.) 1.ongq:-:: .be el1la to afford 
1n~·w:~-nc\,, o::- ·t.::.b.-1'.a.t wen I t , · bei a.bl~ tc:1 i-::h.f.lli\'J& j c.,b~ wi thou.t lo~inr; 
t.b.E'i ir l:tlrlnl th inFJlJ.t~tt..n.<;e b,1tc:.ec.1J..J .. ~ · oi ·a ~~m:1.:ty ·ru:e:.'ll.be.r 's illnaiu,. 
Why, Lf. wa lris-i.11:-Q. f. ~;,.·i:'..r pe,:ijpl~ and provida J.e~tE c~:te, are. W8 
s-t~..:! .11 ::rpt,mding :mo:c·~ than any cithiar ns:ticm i11 th~ world7 
w~ he..ve t.h~ wo:r.ld.' s m-::zt 6lX"9t1 •. nsivey_ n.n,t ir!~f ficient. S:{~cctm. o! 
'-t.: L"'.an(:::in<J i'J-F.t?"J.J.:t ... b. ca.:r -~1. · W~!. ~ave ,1. be-.-li J.tl'), ca..'C"' d iftl.t Vllcy .'3y$i.:l!ln th~t 
ho.u f~~; iJ1(:~.1.nt.:1.VlH, ·tc ' ~fMip cr:.i::!ttl:l! in cb.Qck r.1.nd mariy to 1 .. t them 
f:\Xplod.e. Tho. eo~t. cont!"~:1. sy1.rt~ tt120J..f, . with its: r'-!gu.l,l tm:y 
J:P-qi1.i:r.0m~nt~, hm.s .. ~.dd(Hl t0ni:~ of billion~ to · th~ coat cf . b.eal th. 
ci.r~. Wft have diailit1d a,;:;c:r,~.!H\·1:;1:, baer..ic h;r.ul'l~.h · c.a.r.e ·t;:c;; lt1i:!..liti.n~, thus · 
irwu.ri.1,.q· t.he.t when tb.~y g·m·t:: t::~6.r~ it .i.Sl. b~-.~ lata 1, CCJO a::-l't',)Bn~ivo1t, and 
th<a <:O$"C!t ~a patt11:ad on to the r~!,'St cf t.t~. H1t htj:'/e b.ig·h~r :ates of · 
t~HUl pre.gnMcy, .. d~g~ ·~.b~1ae, ,.A.IDS, ,11.nd vit!>lGnca than ether· 
·countrie!l. · · · · · 
.~ 
It doesn't b.ave. to be t.llat way. ·w,~ n~e:d 'a ne\..1• approach th11t 
,.,,1 , 1 ,..<,r' ... - r.--1 C,..,""t"'·' . .J .... r'l ... r:':•'"''""' ,.,.,I..,., -( t· 0 •·• ,,, \ ,-, .h 1' ' l'l r>hl",;,...... "'n.,'- C'·'V'""Y 
"""--• \,,•,• 1,l~ .. r.. :1 ..... -1~ ,. ;:,, .A,.uLl., ,i. .. ,..,. ~ ~v\ :-:.,i,...,.h,.l f tu ..... ...., ,. .. 1-..,;-\.J... ·- '-J--o, '"-1.... J. ~ v..i.. 
I ::i~, .. •·0 ba<l•. ".J,,. Ci Ol' I t 'r-, ,. ft,t'\ t- 0 1 ,. ... d .... , 1 ,1-.·•~ :~ t ·'1 \.I J "'c·•· ·--.- .... c.. 1' 11.at ae. •.,. c:r c-.,i , ~.._ v f , n"rl "!. , ..... '- • ., .. ... J. ...... --·a "-· •~J,,,. \,;a. ~.-. .J-j..l. ... _, •:~<:.-•~ ..,, ~"-~ 
-har:r:l:.wc:i-r:k.:J.n(]' pecp1.!~ who a.l:-:'."!!ady pay t,-,c mi1ch for b~~~lth c),\l:'e to pay 
aver. mor~, unt:i.1 avaxy ~-1~f eirt b.2.s b~ir!n !lade to St.rlBt.,zs. a)~c,a~a cost 
:ou.t of th~ !iystem. 
Inste~d., Wfl ne.~d .21. pl,m to reform the way gova~l""..1t11lnt and 
bu.slne~i~ pay f9r h1::talt-..h c~ir~} in th.is ccttnt.t.·-y, a pl~'l. that providQ.s 
r~Hl ir1i:r.:m~~-iv.Q:S to 1,owt~.t~ cos~s a.nd .tr.:,})t"·cvt. quality, incrcte.ae.s "·• 
:?.!.c:~css:-::l, a,,nd e.ro.pl'l.?.!.mii<?ts ~- ;!J.cra ~t:~~1cn.tttd., t ,1.Bpo:r.:i tblli: citizenry. 
I 
Und~r t.~e. Cl.i~tcn pl.~n fa~ nn.t5.cna.l heal th .U:,sur(;rnce ::-etor:n, 
all .A.;:.1~r.·i.c?.1.t,t-1 t..J.ill b.av~!. e.1.."!cJ'.l':dr.1.blt!i1 h~~~lth c.are. Er-lpJ.oyor:':l and 
...,..,,lp"""'V"''"·..,_ •• :,~, •0 •1 ➔•~· ,,.,, .... ·l"'l•• ·..-"'h!'-lr.1e .,,.,,. • .:-:,-,,t.,,, .;,,,,·• ·• .. f•'1lC"" o•·• ( ·,r,t ..,Cl \'tly ir11-0 
-:n:. U • ,j,. \,,I :_{ ' 1;'..} f.&. ~.J • ;.'1 ~~~, , ..,'-' • lllfl ... ~ . '-'• ~~·), ,( l, ft•· \.iv.1 ... . Al• 11 1-,.,·-i,:,;) • •rt'"""° ..... H ._, -"'~ ::_'\ ,,>,.I. , ;;,;t t-i.~ -..\. ,l t;; ~, , J.,t .- ~,. l:;"' 11 \..,--.: • .,.., - _,, 
...,,,'-lj ... T'llM ,. ,.,..,M., •.,.. i-fihq T."'" '·)',.. -h)),;: , ...... .. , •, p ·, .. , ·, rq•,1,•,,-,., . 1 •• ~, 1 '\., c., .,,,,., "CC"'.,,.o a c.J \,t,..1,.J ~ L·- '-"' ..... i.}'-j I·\'·•·""'. ""' . T_. , g · y ,, ... CJ.. .. ,.,,L L,L-.Sv .., ........... 1 ,\ tr' -'-':J 1::Z.\.l. rf - - u......, ~ ~ U. UQ ,..a, 
tb.rough tlle IJU.bJ.ic · ·pi;o5rr;t~t and. <wi11. be . a!t:kad, · tc . the extent 
possible,· to ~har~ 1~omtii . of t...i.~ coi.ts. 
I 
All A.m.e:ricans: •,..i,:t, l b tS, ci:JY~.:>ired w:i.t.1.1 ;~ t :~!.'.'£1 be.r:e.f it pa<."'.'.kag•, and. 
no po.r5t-:in wi.ll ba.: .t':'l.lt c'f._f, c:~ .. ncslt1dr 61,H).:..,r;?.d, or .~or.·citd t .c acc~pt . 
low-qualit¥· care. 
Th~-!"e. sh.attld bn ~~ l!!!-.W Cov~na.nt: tcx· <:b.t\ .. ngt>- i.n hea.lt .. b. ca:·~;19:. 
A1-1e.ric:a.nr: i:::hr:mld.n 1 t rv.iye t;;c J. .i.ve in .f lZ\ti.:t ,yf losing he.al th .LnsurancG. 
whr:in. c~h'-3.J:i.g:i,nq job~; c1:· . t,crt: be1n.q ti.bl a t,., g·~t. i~1J.rru1-:.:e 1:e.causit cf 
"pr.~·-ex.:i,.s t:.L11g" .. h>1?,a.l:t:,h c:on.di1::Lor .. ~.. ~-7 -c 1 11 b.r~:ng· do-m1 coBts for · 
:mJ..d:.:11~-·cJ,i'.1. :!:l l:'. t<i.11\J .. : .. :\.~.!I, maint:a.J.:n :i r.:.'.h~$.c.;'..'. i) f 11:i:·ovide.t'S, ~.nd. assure .. 
ccnnp?:"ehi'.i11).5:1.'./'~ cov~.r.·age. In l'·~tu.:c-n.. ;.,,:-.rn!..':L c .a.ns· Eh.ould ass Ulna the · 
2 
'?.''!!!'pOn!t:!.bL!.ity to t.oJ~n: 1Jc'2.'!.~t:ntag4. <.~f. pz·(!.vam':iY(t ca:::-t! r t~i';:a be.ttet· 
•::cit.r.·r! t)i~ th<~V.U:!alves, ~1.nd \lr.;;~ h'11tt.tltl1. c;:ar~ . .tH.;;.-:-s,d.c~~ e.ppropz-i~tely • 
.; ... .. 
..:$~ (JfiUJ x CO)J'll!nOtLll!G ~:a.'l:ts ,.:~ lliJ?-Rov:u~n Q'mu:i:r.~y, · . '" 
... ••. . . .......... .. ' 
. . 
Wo. c;u7. ·c.o•.1'o.r ovH.J: .. :I Alf.:~JJ:·i.c .i:Ul. w.~.th tti(:>. ·,,1on\t.i:;' •;nt I re no·;-• sp<~n<ilng 
on h~aJ.th c.ri.1: .oJt . tJy t:,,.ktn,1•b<Jld, .. !Sp"-!c..itlc. ~1:t~p~ t:.o ·cut .. ccst11. · w~' 11 
sp~Ill:1. Q.n ~.,r,~1:~~ ... b:id, $B:t7 biJ..L!.cn o.n hea.l.th Cll'«t in 199?.. 1'ha only 
vay t~:> 5-~.Ci.'l.'..t~, .\1.atienr.:. .. l h!i~lth · i..rlll~i.'anc .. e. :Cor.: . all~,ou-::·. paopl6 ig to 
~p~l_;\_ .. .,,,\:-: ~ ~p_oc.\f ic .. p·~,!l.n :i:'-C . bring costs do~., · · ... . ... 
,.. . ~ ' ' . .. ' . . . .. ·" ... 
, !n t.b.'e f.ix:i.lt. y-tt~Jt ·,~t, _(.l (;Ltnt{'m. l\.<.~5.nt~:i:trertion, ws'.ll t::.c1..%~ th-QI. 
f.c:>1.1.t.:n!ll.ng 5pocifi.c ~ltt\pg ta .cut he.al.th. c:.i,:c~ -co~ts: ... ,:..: .... . ..: 
. . . ~ 
.. 
:.. ·- . .... \ ~... .. . 
.. • ·.-•• . 
. ... ... .. ... .. .. ,. 
trn~,-i:t.?: t.b.cr- c:urr.~nt :i'(;[J~ tr.;.~l ( ov~r: :U.3 (10 . di:t..'f. llr~r.t cmupariie.a 
t-;o~.pa~.:~ J..:1 th~ :i.rts1ir~.t1~-;~. w.11:c:ket ~d.tli. 1500 $,1·:::r, ct _paymimt r1Hi;o and .. -
i,!tCO b1.u:1~.-?..1~\Cracie-.s pt·c,c.1~:wing· 1~00 t.H!·t:~ r1t. fL'll:ln9 1 .wl1i~h · 1cad2 -to .. 
· itagt;P..ri:1g ~d.m.ini::i;t.:r.a-t:.:5.·n, t~r.::~t!t tot· beth ::~:Jts.p,!i .. n.ie~. and he;;ltll care 
1~rovidG1.:-t:1. Wt! ne.f1d ta $t1·eam..lj_na t!lia rt~t'tdla1J:sly complicat~.,d 
syst8!11. · · · ... · · 
"r. .. , ·~r:· ..... , ~ ... zn,.r u ,.t..J,'t!, ,\ ,_ ... J.. ~ ... ~ ~ 
.,,.,A ~m<>1,...,,,., w ,/,..1~ ~ ... A,\.--.4 M'~ .. -~ .... ... ,u..- Jn ..,_1,11A 
<.~om.m1.1.ni tv- re. tin ct. 
unde:r a com.,uu.nity 
P ,....,.,,..i.,,~,. ..... , .• ·~1-,"·l• t..:,\~'1.,-:rin-! .,.,..., 1,~ll;l\'n-•1 .. '>,"\ ... J..,,1,,,.,, "'mnll .... J-•:-J. .. .,,\ ,, ~\i \1-~ '<.(. "'1,1) '"\, • .-,.:It..- J.J~ ... .-.l.J'-t ...... ""'~• l ....... ... J.J.l,IJ.J..J. .. .l....a•~.1. -l!l ..i,....1..4\.,1,.1 0 ,~ . GJ_ 
g"::oi.1.p:'lil i,\\.L~it bin ban.niGd. in favor of bro-,,d .. batHtd 
Access, ccntini.li ty, ~.nd. t~en".1Habili-t:.y of ccvet·age 
ra.ting ~ystam +~rill b-2 cJUl1.t'a.ntoed. 
These changes vill ~ave billion~ of dollars · and bring 
~·t:abi lity to tb.B syat/illn. 
I 
The f.~dn2:al qc.nr~rnaHmt ·,ti.11 ~t.st:cl.bJ.Lt\h. ?.. :Cca~'i includJ,m; hii.i:\.l th 
: . ,, • .-, .•• .. .._ • ..._,•,It~,.._,._.,., "''-(:)1,,_J,lfA •;•"' ~ f \r~ , ... ..... , • .,_.,! ~•~)'-~ ~1,r,.-"in_,, ,.• ,~,,_,.,.. \.l"'·r.•.-."'<f-l• C8'-:11,1,.Jt \ ... ~•.1,t.ffo .. t.;~~J.a~, J!'!.i- . f..ln,J,r:,~-...kr'i, -~ ·•• •""" l:•f(;..\.~ ~--• ,L..-r <:.hJ..·1,,:.i ....... ·· ·bJ... ~ · a. -~,1,..:u N"'- ti ~.i..,..y, 
· ... ka~ ... ·1·\•::\t· ,,,,1 in .... ,~.,.-1,.v·•1 , .• ,; 1 ·1 ....... r.:,.,-id.... -"'~~., ,,> 1~0·"'"' 1-. ... ,n,...,:i-t- p:• ·,,~ ... g,.., lJJ!,_. (:!I"" l..o\.>1. ·~ ~~- M. • . • ,> • ..w,. ..... , ,~ 'rl,.._., .. ,, •• .1v.,, ~71• ., ... .. .. , ,.. , ~. , ... ..... w~ <.l.l. - ""( • ..-..-. u 
. ·~1" :JI 1,,.. •. ~~'1""\1 1 "'~"""1'''"Y' 1'\':.,·•··,,,,J .• ,,1.1..,n c ........ i "' --•·,;,,·t·.:,,nt- h•'· "-'V','t*l C"',_ ... ti'-? .... . _.,~ ._ • .r,.\c ,. ., ... \,.le 1;1J.J. Mw' • .• """' t'.;.\w -.. , ., .... J.. .... ; ., . .l . .!li ...... \.- ( l .... -a.....·"·=~\., .~t (•"•"" -"''" M, • W.nrA .c,.. ""'--~Iii~, 
- i~ri~~c::r.-:1.;Jtion c.l.:t'ug~~, ~r,H.'ta;l,~· -::a,'?.nt~.J. .. he,f?!.lt.h,· ~t'itl.•·u~ci.t-uu1t ·1,rinvonti V(I!; 
c.a.1:e1 bei,~f i.t$ / ,.iu.o.h as ~ .}':'Q:•,·n~t1l.l GJ3.'l;:'0 i!\nd. f'H)S).Ur,..l··1n~og'Ca:ir.s, a . Thit» 
-w:'iJ.1 g·u:r...1:·aut.ef!I u.r1.:i.tor.·1nit-:y h~i.t:Hil.?tln. the ::·,:r.ts:lr;: · pUblic:-.. and priv~t& 
prcg·rlll':l.~ ~·hicb will - f1:i.xtb.~t.· 1:r.td1.lCl:l . ad.1-il.failiit:rati ve · co!iits and 
:linequali L"Y o! care. 
The lxle..rd. '1ill. ~J...co ~:::st ... '-a..b.1.!.::;.'t\ llXU'l.U?. :. tHr.1.1.l th budg~t t~ .. t·get.u 
n:,i:tt.iortally a.nd . .stattt by stat~~ te,, gu..ido 11\::<p~l..::-dJ.t.uras in th~ pll.blic 
,;1;nd prlvat~ r..e-.c\:ors:, tr., d~lVC?.'.lC',p a.n all-pliy-~t· t't.'ii.ru.bu.1:-sem~.nt $.;y.ate.m., · 
~11d c.evE:lop i.ncru-it.i~l'{H:f ru1d g·uidelin~s !or glt:.,b~l budget~y a11d 
,,;t,h():r. · q,.1ality .... ~1ri.lu, . .nc.i:ng, •·eo_st"'<:-;.f:fici.ent :r~:::or-rui. · 
.....: ~-- .. .. - ..... -c ·'!_ , 
... 
. ··• .. ·_. ("~ !: ;. 
Thi~ zi.pproaeh 'rJ .:i.J.1 bogin to invc:ilv~ all partia~ :i.n -;.;or-king 
togs.tb,u: to a.-£sur~ that th~ cost of b.eaJ:t.~ c.s..ra c..~n' t go up any_ 
fast&.r t.h3..t\ tha avera9~ .~'1\(;'.ri~n' a 1.nc::::>'l\',rt. is going up. · ··· ·· · 
,• ·'' 
. ... , ·• . . 
.• •. • :· . . -:- .-·,,..: ' r4f'\ 
: ' .. · ·.i?~-2. 
~-
Wnen F.t:·mr.tJ.d. P.t:.n.g:a:n t ,:i c:-k off.ice · hi 1.!HH1, he pl('&(lg~id tc:i ·<~cntrcf~'i> 
~' 1J~J.. '··. t ?S, ◄- · ,-1·\, -,. · tl~ 1- . .... d,.. +-h · ·,t : ,,.,. ··f--- .,.,· _-:~ :i.e.0 ..• \ ... 1 (.a..te cos n •• Jt~·· r. ... ~-.1.tt:.r L,-n c~1;"J_,r:,-.. g ... ~ t>,.'i'&, cm, ;, .\e c:cu: ... ~a 
i.n!;tt?:acl 011 intan$lt.ly r~gu.l.~ting al1d ::,,.on.itcr:.l.ng it., adding lB.yern o .f. 
hu.r.r,H'l\tc!:~cy cntL? art a.lr.·11H1.dy ovaY."ly cciropl~x system. The~.;3 act.ion.g; . 
m.i:\d.n tha ~yatnm. ave.n . more :. c.:ost.ly :- , . · ;,. - · ., ~-.J. :. O~J · 
In tba I 8 Qa;, the fed~·n:al gova:c11ir1~nt 'rJ.Ul t:.lpliod dCC\Ull~ntat i.on 
r{tquLre.:ments r adndn.t~tra ttv~1. proce~t1..\rtts, prior . a\.tt.horlz,a:-cion 
proc*:!!Sot;, billing ::..-ul1~s, ce;id.inq i:·rceei;rn.es, requ.il::·i1,1'ti1f.!nt.s for 
fi..t.nding ~l.i.gibility arid rnviD.w org.1.-r1.J.:-,ittions t.o g,..1erd &.ge.ins't. 
. hoir.pita.lg, ncr~ing horuea ,:,.rn1 othex- he~J.,th care -~genciea providing:,::-
"..L-.n~~~!la;ary <~aror keG.pinq pa:d.ents h{,spitalize.d tor -too ·::1cng,.:. -
seoing patiants too often, er charging tco much~ 
Thostil requireliJ.e.nts have, l,sd to th:i,1 i::-1:eaticn of '-tihol.a statf~ ·.: · 
· and ~h,pH.t't1.T,1£t.nt.s 5.n bo!lpi '::al~, dcctor.:s I cff.ice~ and hcm(t b.aal th 
ag1~u~ci1:1n dedic:a tea cl to ncth:Lw; but &d.JJ\i.,1istrati ya f ot-m~·f illtng. 
'Tilese. !:u..'ictions are thetnsitl ves craa.t.ing hu,;e costs ·..1h;.ch have 
ove:t"Whalm~d an~{ potential savings. 
In addition to the health c.n.i:e w,:>rkers hired only -:.~: ·.~.e~.t 
p~per.,rork !'f~quir.c.men:c.z, b~dside ca.rac;iv~r~ -..:.. doctors, I~\:-:'.::~·,H,, 
·aides, th'=l.t·apist~ -- f:u:1d that their tj.mo. is ir.creas:l.ng.ly split.· 
b~twenn ha..ri.d.s·~on ca:.:e arid filling out f crms. 
The American. M~cl.ical tl.SSoc:iaticn ~st5.mate:i; that t.J:,.tl· ~ varag~i: 
doctor nov ~pands BO hours a month -- t wo full work week~ -- on 
po?i.perwork. Nurses in ho$pi ta.J..s of tan ::;J?a.l'id almost half t.hei.·::- J:..:.mEt. 
proc:~~~ing in.fcrmati.cn and filling out .forms. · 
· · ·· ·TWo tiai=Jpital$ now axi,t with5.ri an ln~tl.tutior:1 rs wa.iis. Th~r• ~ 
·i.$ th.~ hoflpita.l •.,.•~ know, whexe n1,1r.·seit:x and doctcir.::--; lower .•-
t01npo~:-at,JXtU, · f.ix bonr~B, t;:~:t"':f.'orm. su·.cg~r:L~u,1, and p::ovide. c.ara. Tb.'-\.::: . 
sect:md hospital cr~.H\t.~s pap~t' whit"!b. do1·.:u.m-nnts a patient I s· jol.lrnoy.·. · 
through tho hospital. 'Th© · "pap~i: 11 hospi-tii.1 ·1s gio1,,,·ing ·much faster~ -· 
than the raal ho"J?ital. 
T.he billions fu&l .iJH.J ~ur h(P..al t.b.. c~J:n hl1.r~u.1..tcr.:~cy wcu.lcl , blil 
b~tt~.1r sp12tnt on pr.t:)VicU.ng .battf~l:- r.:~r~ for c?tll . hlr.it.r 5.c:~.ns ~ :' 
i.lxtpl,nnen.ting a long-ov11n~due ~nrph~si£ r~m women I s b.<e,:1lth, . Md 
expandJ .. ng to.e.dlc.~l r,aztrn.t:r.U.\ t~ p1:-event awi c,1l:e .?,lzhe.i:lrnr.! s DiaQ.a..s~, .:..:._ 
br~ast c~..ncer, hcu.r·t di.~aau~, AID.s,·· -~uv.l·othAr ·cli$1:1aaea.•".~ :. ~::,··.:· :r.t-d3:,:~ 
The all·•payor: ~y!!t'te.m will virtu.a.lly eliminate un.-,,~ce5sary 
papc,nrork by eliminating lSOO sepuata sats ot rules and form~. 
4 
-~ 
~-:. ;Under tha Clinton pl~.n, th.e·coir.tly biilinr.,r, co:i~ng, a_nd. trt.iliznt_ion · 
.ravie~ ,. functii:n":..IJ t.l'Ui..t C\l.t.1::-,~.rrtl.y ·gc?,;i'.,,:·n m,.,!l;t p:rovi.d.cr pe.yment 
i taytrtGi~~, 1,rnu-l:d ~e. r~p J.a,:: ?:d . . b'.{ . ft.. e:.:!J!J?•l if i1~d, ei tr~~in_~d . billing . 
. 1!.yf.\t.l!·J!t. .:\rYrnr5.cM b.osvJ t.JLL.F.J c.u:ran-t:ly: (1(:\Vote far too ru.uc;b. c.,t their 
:.total r:iudtJn.t5i 1:0 b:Lll.J..ng _t;U'!r.!. adXAinifft:~·a.ticri... k Gj .. ~t~rnl wb.t~h 
. in1lte.~.d tlncr,ln.t.r.J.l:lz~u; da,.c:f:..l!iic-,nm r ~n,e.c:-tw-.:-?:.gffi~ b.igh't.r- 9'.\.lal .i >:;y, ·-and 
1e.-sra:l.uates l:'lll!~t.,lto bl;~~<itd cn1 !t1odf:<.i:nis:d1.d. -l.nfo~attcrn l!lanagam1tr2t can 
,si!ll.V<:.l billiol\--S ot dollars. 
·- ,. - - . ~ . . , 
.. .. -.-
.,  
Prescription drug Co!»t.$ ros.m t\t t .b.1:lft.,l ti:ttta$ t:h<.;~ g~nllral rate. 
of lnfl.:ltion in thQ 1980s. hm!l\ri-;~a.n ¢cm~u:rne.rs p1:,,.y ·morJ; far thtd.r 
drugs tb."1.n the- c.ltit.~I\!S ci:C cru1~di. and Er.rope do tor.· ~i.~ ~c1.ILi.1:1 drug~, 
·some d.ti.Vi~ mam.rfa.etur(-i:d b'J .l\.m.mrica~ ph~.t'!":iae~mt.ical companiAs sell 
tor thr~e to six tim0~ ae. mueh L'1 the 1J, s G as in. other countries . . 
A c:tinton · ~.d:m:Lnist~·at.ion will surn:io:i:t Sanator David :Pryo:::-' ~ 
prc:rpoisal to -.,.1.i.minate spn-.ci~t:!. tax. bret .. k~ ·.1,:,,w en ths booko . tor drug 
oompa,nj_;.1$ that t'ai.!£~ tl1-eir- dxuq pri::.;:n~ t'a~t~r than 1\Jaeri.cans 1 
i..ncom1ts go t\p, saving the t3.Xpayq.rs \lP to $2 billion a yaar, and 
saving cons\ll!lers billio~...!3 ~ora. 
We neP-d a robust 1\.ln~rtcan pharmit<..:i:r.rc.ica.l industry tbat will 
cont..inu0 tr, lllad th~ world i..r1 :c·ial'l:111a.teh =.n,d c.av&.lopttHi:nt. ~~fl should 
acc~l•rata the FDA approval proees~ ~hich i~ adding to thQ co~~ of 
¢r.1.g~ t.i.n.d uruiec~ssa.rily delaying t.h.6ki.r impac:t. 
Wbila maintainJ...i.-ig tha RS:D t.a.:< crad.1.t, ·~0e ~h.oulo. a1Go ltmi t ~b.~ 
deductL~ility of ma:r.keti.ng a!'\cl. :!_obby~.ng r;ost$ f.or prl'f.acription 
d:r.u.gs beoauBe. t..he ll-.Ill"?' ... 1.:-ican clru•.;r :i.ndui\t.1:y !tp~nd.~ rncre money pitchinq 
pr,:,duc:t~ than lt t1pe .. nr:is on r!ltiie~xi:.::t\. l!J.'ld ..:.\ii-v61l.~pmw.·lt. Anc\ ·i1-2 ~b.Olllr.i 
;;oz.·k tr., en!!JU.l:'~ that Anuru:·1c~ti. pha:!:'1.t\B.Cr.!Ut:Li:.~1J.. cmr1,panlt.:u., don I t charg!i-
buyet·s ir1 their citrn cc:iunuy mr.n:a than t:.ht.:y charga tho:i;a of cthar· 
nationa. · 
. ' . 
~\ ... · ..·•. ... : : ... ; .. 
Racent, ve..ry dJ.st:w:·b.i!1g re!)or.t.!, ind.i,::ate that t-::>o ma.ny 
p:r.ovidecr5 ;«~ gaming b~alth. re.L"!!J~w:~i;-,..m~M-~ ~;yr;tl:ll?lS . ~- including 
M6dica:r,~ and Ml'td.tcaid. ..... ···to· ""•1u~t!\ll:"~ billions , of· · dollars · 'in 
q~~ted bi~l~_g. \ 
. -A Cli.nt'.on Ad.m.ird1Erl;rt,t.:lcu·1 ~..rill · :r.t1d.\r.c,"s bi1lirig · f:r11uc1 by moviiig: 
aw-"Ay f:r:cnn the: comple~<:·billing -~truns·t.h~t lnvit.a abum3,-·-and,cy•·· 
vig.orou~ly prose.cut.ing off-andflrs. · 
5 
. 
To '"' ..... ,.. ... ._p 'l-.o~-J+-1~ i""' 1··'·1.-, Uc:- 1.,..,~~'-" ""l ~n•"•"'n-t~·ivc- ..... ,~ r,,,.,,. ... )·1 •\""',,. . ~- ~ ,,,, ,a~l ·:..w.1-1, u ,1:-,j?l .. ~i:, .. -~ , .... ~:.. ....... ,e. ,; .. ,,, t,,. !;L'r · .... · ~1.~ • . ~ ••-~~ --- wt• \..,\.J r.' l,,,...J,.,"'.-~•\· .-.i,~,1. 
.... :.a11t"l 1Jt,l.1:L1.;£'. ·tJle) lnit~.1-1t l1!wt)l1 ... ~t~(:Ch m.9.,!tL\.T~0'S:'':l·,: fl.VA.rt 1.f it d\.lr):ti'i;a.t;en 
·nai.9hben-:J.ng .:i.n,trt:ttv,ticm ... 1!.~ . 1,'r.::, ·0aitc~ 1.,.1.p . ·:::.hr.~::,;riI cors;f~~, .. b.~~pitals of.ten 
ua ~ - t.b ~ ~tt.i d.i :t91:ici ::1 t-J .. c nlit. dd. :n(tz; and h19·h ·~ ti.:,ch ~11.;.1::g· :L cal p:i-:·o c1:v.:hu: ~ s; 
.tuu·1ec~1s~~1:itri.ly ···-· th;;ii!!!tJ::ry· <'1.dr.t.'Lnq co~t.s -r:::Ltl."l.aut. ~.llJ?l''?V~!?g . hc,;>,ilt~, )"1.t 
·tn;a ott\U:t' n.xi';.!'~lt-.ili~, · t.h.,;\ C;,,.:nad:La.n. · i;yf:1,i::.(.J.m '. !;f-~Vl'ii.t'ely JJ.::id.ts ... th.11 
'Jit,t:r.:i.buticrn. of h.igh-t~c.l\ ~q-u.i·pme.nt., re~u.lt;.1!'lg ." in ·:-~,.n~c:c:.lll.ptAbl~ 
dalays and .sta.11.ding i11 . .lJ.n!? . for tr.~abt.snt. , - , -.. , . -:·: . . . •:i .-. 
Unda-c thtt <~1i1:;_t62~ . b.~alth care :9:Lan, thin co~~: -:~:1.tvtow. boa_;.·d 
lnf.lntiorh'Hl abov~. ~.rill d t:sse.lcp r.e:c.:: 1:m.m .. ::1'l.daticm~ a:1d incurt:i.vir1s !r.i?:: 
me-:.:~ r;;;",.J.10:i.bla C'..?.'.pi t;..;'l.1 b1.1.dgiats, i.v.c::lu.d.i.11.g t.ha ~har'~d U!Slol o:f 
.t;?icb.:nol\:gy wh«.r~ appt·opt·.:!.ato. W~ can 4'H\V~ billion5 .of ~ollar.!'£ that 
now go to urmg,c~ssmry test.3 and procedUI~~a. 
Cc.1am.D!H\t'~ 1;1..nr.\ hrihl'~i-t.h C.?,!"IS pr,ovidin;t:; ~-pt~nd ll\U1cii~~·d; ~,t .mii11·;·~~ 
of dollar~-; pay:Lng hJ.gh~1: inmJ..t"anca pri::.1~u.i1..\1,,-:.s t::, 1-1.nder.rrit[S n:ed.ical 
malpi·acticl!? 1:i.+.:.ir;aticn . r~~,t!;H't twr~ t:i;crnbli.ng is riow our ct1z:-:r:Gnt. 
sy~~t$.m bas r~~\.tltl:ld. in r,b.y1'!1ic.5.a.t1g ancl ot.be.~ h0.a.lt.b. ca:i:G! p411:t"5ionn·fd:· 
~
1:r.ac:-:.icing "dri!&.n~:!.Vlfl r.t.l(;;.dl~i..11a. n 'rhi5 ~:::-actic~ re.~ul t$ in t~o.ts 
th~t axrl fr8\quently unncc.~~:!.rnarJ, l:mt t..h.~~t are orde·red t:o in:rnr• the 
providat" aga.inst a ·malpractice suit .. 
kl.ternative dis!:')ute. r~ncluti,on ~-~~c.bard.sm& ahoulcl ba 1:1ade. 
availa.blft in eve:ry $;t!.te, wb.ich C2l."1 ~J!f ,,cti ve.1y and huma."'lely 
nddrens and resolv~ then~ l~gal challunges. 
: ~; .-·. ~"'. 
T,U\~ of; millicn-g. i:-Jf dr1l.i.~r~ are. mpct1:t on inapproprif.i.t~ .!'.lid/or 
.. '"'"'l" .. , .... " .... ,~ .,...,,., ,.. ... y..... -r>-,. "" , .. , rH r"r tlpd"'t: ,..,rl m"'~~ 4 .- " 1 r 'I'-":\ .......... j· C ,.._ ,...., , ; 1"1 n. l iu, =n +-'!"~""" ir;; .~ .... r-..;._., ";.:J...1,..-.....l ~i;;.;o .t,h l, ... \; ~ .. ~,~.. ...... : C.;L . ,c ,, .. ~• .. n. • ..i. ·.,~, ... "'. J-,1.ili,\ir.#..._. ,. a-:,~~ ... \•~ ... J.C.;:;) ..... o 
hi:1a.tt.b ca:r:'-4 ~~u.·!!opnt":l t,:i 11.a lp t.b,Qli~ mli.k1~ .t.hi61 -. .right.· ct.a.c i:1 inns ~bout· 
t:l::aabl'H:'in:::. will ir.avli. W.Onl!t:{ l'l.nd l.:i.V!IU5i, and h~lp el.tm.L~at~ .· imprcpar: 
c.a..re. . . . ... . , . ... . . . .. . . . .. 
W.!.th practtclrl gu.icl ell.nf?!S, tlul qi.tali t~y cJ.f htllal th C<'l:t"e will 
imi;,l:ov·e, . c:o.P-,t!S w :1.11 df!l.cli.ntJt, and. bft.tt.ar,. .  ·.. guj.d.&l.ine.s. ·. on . what 
eonstitut:e.5 m.&dica.l malp:1·a'-tic~ can be da:".reloped. · · ·· .. - · 
. ... . .'.i ... 
. . 
• • • . • . - .... "! • • • •• • . -. • •• .. • • ••• ·.• •• . . , . ... _ • . '• " ' ' .- :- " · \ 1, •-· ~)~.~ ... : ; . ·:.:~ :~, ~ J. ·.,• V':'tq : 
.~ ~-· ~ORGID?:t2;li· x·~.1( ~!'!;i~1.t e:r~!t!l ~W_OR.,~~-(!J!, .· ··'_. _.:~;:~-~~~~It ~fl;.: .:-::.£.::i..:..::$M 
. . . :~· -..... "-.. ~ 1 -~ !-.o£.:-:- .: .. .: ·. · -~ .. . ·: : .. ·1I.:". 
rra~d :f:r.:or..1. i:m.'r:d~~.n~c1mitc 8.(.hu . .n:1.strati.v.~ ::.•,~q1.:d.r:·ill1lants and Pl.!n:l ti va 
qu.ali t:-r cr.mt.~ol ay-at.;-~ms, t."1~ b.1;1~1 t.h c~..r.11.~ ':-!C-:d(placd _:Wil~ .-l.:i~. _r:1.f)ffi for 
mora mod~rn .. a.nd. .~f_t.i..o_io.iit. ~wcir:k .m:ganlzation. :..:: , ~-:-.:.'- ::·c.:;J :::-::--.{r ._,u-wr. 
• •' ' • • • ,,!. ► ., ·•, "'• •· !) ... ...,. .... • • -~•r·-A~.::""') ...... • 
. ... .. - . ...•. · "•' -'• •·~· --"'-~ .. , . ... .J.,. .. ___ .. 
H~a.lth carM. i.n.~tit1.1t:i.i:in~ wil.l _1,(,.:;c,r:.Hv. l!lur.-.;h n1or1:.\ Qffi.ci~nt, 
lX:lC."V.'.!!~ t't w<.1!.~}~ w1 • .i...1 b-.-. i·.;).m:·<;1.?11.i.z1:•Yi ~~·r:,u~·.ld x ~su.l tiu, not:. :n3port;ing 
T.Q!.fP.' . .i,.:- 1;~,_;n~ir•.t ... ~.. A11 · ·_p1.1"1~t:i.m% will r.:qnfei.t.u t? a aing.l-n f 1.m.if orm 
.Lnir.:n::·:m"-ti.o:n :tY!~t.:~,m 1. ~n.r1 ttri h1 to -7-. s.il1.,;J . .f?\ r.:r:.t;N;!\.t.t:~·iz~•J. 1.\0:t.aba~ca, 
fc1.t' ~.::h t\ !l'-iift, 111:f;f ioi(!!1t ,' ~Ll'.'1.d r.=-c:mf:.!.(.{e.n-t.id-1,j. . --·excb.~lg~ ., o_:t.· pl .. tiant , 
..( .._.-,('r""""'" ,I 1"1"1 ""-- -• 1•f.1J,., .\•t. 1 ') \," 1Jl•_V<:,·)"'/''•'"lll; Y.~~ ' i -~ ,.,:~r:C:"'-" 11.$Jnzt.,...t. · •••l!\ -::U.Slf · _. •.• 
..J-.i,,,.I~ J ""''-... - •J .,,-..,J..• .!~ "t0 '4o . \..,1.,,,-•• t21 .. ._ • .,. .... I • 1. • • .1, • ..,_ '\.,,,6., ..u, .• ,,..., •~ • .,.( h v' - • 
~-.,J1,ii.l l Vi:Lcn:c,chip:-~ er.~- ~!Hk-:JT,etic t; tJ.:i'.(Jpi CC!Jed. . . '"1-r"it,h '1t.h.ei'x: - pQ.t:iiCl!li;\ 1 
. 1-1 - ~ , ~ n'"'lo.,..m., t 4 ,._.. ,·T, ;r ~·1-·,~• •\ t~ .4 ('"'' ... l"' 1" n\ "' ?' -::•d +-i ...... C;•I l '"\,,.1 ... \., .... (" ....... d... • •i 1, ?P.Ol\t; ..,,t.,..1 •• u, .,i,. °"" J,. i' .Ul>.l~(.1. .-...\~l~ -\ ,.i ..,,..,.., ,.J.,,,~ ,i.-,~1~111 .),.,-.IA .~ 1.;1., .• ,-.,., ,, ,.u.'l'-1'."fl; ,;l, . WJ..J,..ii,, "'~A-~ \....tJ.tU _.<;1,,6o. ·, "!I <Ii •1-
!J~-::n~:7.<".t'3 huge. ~in·.,,·.i,r.is~.!i. th.1.':'c'.Juqh t:.hl!t f.'l!i.1:r.:Js,at,t~m • cf multJ.ple r r;rnpm~·" 
b:!tS·nd. :r,~.1::c,1:d:"l<.e.epl.w·s ;~y~1t.~1tt~; thr~ :rt.cl.uct.:Lc:m of· unn~c.snr.H.u:y .t(,~tit~ 
r:,enQ.rl\t~d by l;1c}<:. of 1nj:r:irm.i,.tion~ and qt1ic~~r, nv.rrl\ etficient 
tr.anf.i;f.t1r of. pa:t i~.1!1ts a.rid tJ-.u:1ir 1:·~cords b0tween difter\lr.t 
'tnnti tt! tion.s nnd pl'i.'>Vida:r:·g, ···· · ·-- · · .. ... · · 
!O • · .. - . .. r 
In or.-d~.1.~ for. quall.ty t~ .:!.:nrr~rcvf1. ;~n~l co:st contr,Jls to take 
hold, w~ ne.e·~l tc:, ':t:E.'H.'>rgt>Jiiz<?. th~ ~1ay wn ~:1r.·<:iVidts health care in thi~ 
coui,t.ry. Insurin..re, b.a0.lth c.arf! ins ti ttrd.Cn!t, an<:'l individual be~l th 
C:"tr~ p-r•c::,v;i.cior.·s cur:t:li\ntly op~rating in tb.t1 syst~m, should be q:!:,~n 
~t-r~~ng inc!lnt.i ve.s to ccll~tl~ora ts to rlav~.~.cp local g1:·oup earl!. mod~ls · 
c2.lled HaaJ;t..h -Het;worJi:.s. T".o~!f.Q r.t~twrJ:tk~ would. net oi1l.y · b,;· an 
i.mpcrtant f?.l~mQnt of tlto p!"ivata haa,lttl c;u-11 s1°atam, but would be 
~}.ra to na_ryet tho~e in th~ public prog:caJI.. 
E~.ch Health Network wo:Jld cpl\?:rl' .. tE~ \:~r.,.dl)r a g·lobal l;,udg·-et based 
on t.he pop1.tla tion thay tnsu.r,~. !U"l.d/ or ?t. Q-:itld\ cat·a for. N~tworks 
would ri~.gottatai f1&us with p,D.J;-t:icip1ltin•; pz:r.rvidtu:s atv.3. in~;titutions, 
a.nd t.h~ i;iroviderm l!\.nd :L::1$tJ.t:utL:m.~ tlu~.t i'l.ftiliate •,lith a give11 
ni1S1.tvor~ would col.lact.iveJ.y manc1.g'l cn.r.-e d~1ivery within the global 
budgat. 
Many pri.va.t~ h~alt.;1 :..n~uranc~ fi :mi;, -~B IJ.lraady movtng tavard 
4-i,,."" ,. ..... '"'' l'"' ,. .• ~ .. ~A , ............ C"'T"I'~' .,_.,t 1·• l·• l"''r•iu•··1~ .. -- ),. ""~£ ·(Vt~ b ...... 1t-~, ""•·r·tic .... ~ "'·--ov id'""d 
'-,.U-n;. '-:j.l .. U \. I;"' ,....,-.,.J,., , . ,_.~"'- •~ v1,;_x• - ,w"..-J.. ".,.. •• ,. 1°'"'•'1,, •••• .1,.~4.;. . ;1--"" 11 , ffC.1,.. ---• • Lll.l;I _.v,~ l:'- Cl 
unde~ glai:>a.l, not :l'e~·~tc:n:··•sru~·vicQ., budg~t.c;. Thi.z kind c.1~ care is 
the guiding ·prino:tpJ.a hr1.t1.ind RJ.tos. · ~\:he H('ialtb 'N*t-,.,oi·x · conc~pt: 
\,f~\.l.J.d e.ncou;i:.·;,.g!~ . .:l.t13u.re1:~.; · ~r.d prrJVid,n·: ::.i tc, davalop · di.ff er(t.nt 
atipr.,:iicl'.1.:1s. t.r:i ruan~.ging cilJ::a w:Lthin ql<,b1:,\. J. nt.:.dg~t:.s, · ti:npl'H'l.~i.zl!l the 
, . .;, .,:,.. o· -Iv r.1 .. , ,.. ,., _,,.. "'' -p~· J "" .. y..,_ •. . "'.!' r~ 1'1"" ~, .• , ... r, t'"l .,,. .... " ,.~"" -,~~,. . ;: ·"' .,., il -.. ;.:,. .. ,.,,.,c· ·v...: . ""in 't 'nc· ~ a 1·· . 
. ..,J..J.Jlt;, 'f: -1 ... ,~j 1,r.,. .. -~~ . , ''""! .J.. ..... . .,. .. J~!(,~,ll\o J: ..• · ~ ., . .... ,- • .r-,\,. ~,-,_ \t,';1 , ..... 'J.;!"~ 1-, I,;\ ,..., ~-:.:. f ,s.,,\ ·- .. C'AJ.U. ~~ . ).. t. _ • 
in(;~nt.:l.V*$ for . t:t.l'i.n~cem~ai-:y test!t ·and r,i:r.oCi\':.di.:i.:-~s. ·: A.ll ~- hru.\.l th 1~ca.icf 
· c:.,nsu.rnr~:r~ : c,:iuld • . cboa~e th~!- typel · .:Ji! t.1&.t;.h'.'ll:}t'. · the.t "b~!V.t !Stli ts ·-thcim/ 
· .nnd gain ~.cce.ss· to · t.he.:·moz..t GC1B.t-·~f.:!!Gr.:~t1v~ prcwidu~ in the· mo'ct: 
ap~1ropr.'iata .sattir1gs,. .:., - . ~·· .- ··- ·--"~,, 
, . 
' .. .. ~ . ,• ; . ·---
..._ ...... ~ 
'.::- ·.~;:'.'.·1 
-~-- :-; -r 
A ,:-1,,..t ~ "' ....... ~n1!rt'..,_"' .... ~ • .,~,, t·r."""'_.._ ,~,0:- •. ,-....... .. , ~1:,1 - · .·1 Ji·t.·~ h "l+'h ·~ ·- .i.,,. 0 ; • ,<:.!.l.•v- I, • • ... _;.. ,., i; , .. 0 ., l r'i -- ... - - • "'""' 1... • .... .:r. ,..., .... ,.. . ~' i;., i!\ , q .. ta. .. - 1 . e ~.l y 
C? .... "!:'a ,.,._r; u :t:i.ght, . n.ot __ a, 1-~:d.-d.1~\'.J.a. • D'i)5,.\·>51t"zal ,;.-accasa; ~md cost·:' 
<';ontl.'ol go h~lnd 5.n ha.rv!. r~plcyf:.rs :-,;.r~d ic!.:.ilpl-oye.es wlJ.:L '?.ither 
p1.1.r.ch~6e privt.te . .L~"1\trancm or opt to buy into a high-quality public 
7 
,.. J.•~Yt!", U.'-, 1-t'tt!:f :•; , ~:o 
_ _ ..... L~~ ·····"'·•"'·'.:. ., .. 1 .1.eng-~t.lrm <::..aJ:i?. from Mt1:d.ica.r.:e, :Lnclud..i::iq ine:.q:ieL.: :vtl. 
in-borne. tan:v .:!.c~.~ <;\frni91\t,d 't.r;i · f ost$_t' .i..n,:i111pflnde.nc-it?. r L···rnl 1 y , '.:he 
no, .. - ., •·i--~ '~n ..... ~,,.,, ,;y,ur1 ~-•·i "I '\ i" ,. '"f.... !lie•" a ..... . , ,.,,. ,., .;.. b... 'r'I'' ..... l i C ,.. .. , M1•rY·""' A., , 
... ....,,. ... ,, ,.,.,& "'~ ..... " ... ·,"-!i'·.,l, ..... '«',- 7'9 , _ • .l .. .. , ..... t.,:;..r.\f ., ,,.A •"-"• «;.;l~,r;j. . .... ......... .!...J.~ .. fl'~.;. - • , .. :.,Jt-.. '-<-':•&..1,,,4"'-, •; --~ ---
.. . "&rilJ. h'r:"l ,t,.sJ~~~d to .'1JrHt.t·F1 e.;om-,s. cf tht,. ct:i,~t~: ,n:eo~pt !or· prev,!lnti,vc and 
~omm. b~~ic-! priJ11a.t::t·· tl&.r·"~ica.s .and wit.t: ra:c:1tac:'tions .. tcr tt1.or.u1. . who 
cruutol:: ~tf£or.d it. co-payntent.s· rntt..<-rt:. noi:. .b~ burdt:.maonm but '!-lb.ould b~. 
a,.if f iciant. to dii1com:ag,n ov~t:Uti lJ.-ztt-/.::L¢}n . and. to · enccu~·agEl !.lhared 
· rE\:apc:rn .. s:i.hili ty. · · _ A•·. - · •• • ··· • • .. . ••• · • •• - ·- · ~ ~ ~r~: 
,,, .. ,:· .. i· .. . ~ ... 
. . , . -•- - , .. . .. .. 
Ha pt?l."&on vi.11 b(-1 •cu.t .. off, ~-canc~l~d.,.-:.d.-t-1nied, .- ·.0I.' f.orcGd!.1 to 
acc11pt lrJW 'q,..,.tlity ca.re.·. . ·- -· ' ·.· ·-: -~-.. :· ... >·: ·~-- - .... • u• 
-• · . ·: · 
-. . -. 
, •• 1.~ 
Ccvl!raga thr.owJh thr-:! ·.i.torkpla•.-:f;) wi 11 :01.tild on tha 
publio/pr,i vata -part'.n~~~?-h.J.p ·. ~'lt~-t S. -~ ·u.-:-1iqi.1f°!l'f .: An-,~l:·ican. ·: .Gc·:G1rrll\1ent 
will rnakw h~al th. cz.:r.e ro.c:t· !t v..f f.crda.bl(~ i nlld bu.~d .. nass w-i ll tl.Hm be 
:)..blft to t1aka hs~lth car.e ~vailaJ:,lia tt.., ncrc ·.."orkars •. . . . 
• ' • - • •• • , ,~_. • , ,' ·I , • • ' . . • /I~ ~ • ·• • • ~ • ,: •. :~ I ::: •~ ~,' ,:,•. - • .. " ,., .!_• : • • ~ ,.1.. =~•t;..... 
Tht\ aVt.?:r:,.g~ _c:ois-L':. to bt.ts .i1.111His: cf h<:iialt..~ . ccv11:t.:agffl j i.1.mpl'i1d ·from 
$2,500 P~"r et'lployG~ t.o c,v~r 53 r 100 . :l.1.1. 1990 alona. . .- Under . .- _t,hQ 
t-.:.<.ist:.J.:.tg' t.-r:r!t·l:'l.m, t:.l.11.~ avwrQ.ge annua.l ~~~~.1~.i.1.1:.:tt will continua to ri,g~, 
and. th~;, }?(.trc~ntag~ o--f. 01.;r. wox.-xtorcG< without · any c:ovu:·ag~ will 
,~.ontinue. to .iJ'l.C?.'ftaea. 'l'h~ ·re.~~$U.r!ln 01.rt.:J.in~cl in this proi;,osal · will 
enable e:mploytr,l t.o ha.vfl he.al thi~t·, 111~'.t"e p·roduc:ti ve work<ars at 
lowcu- cost. 
Univer!i:ial cover;,.ge. will end th~ r,:~:ac·t;i~;~ o! coat:. ihifting trom 
tho~it1 who d~~n' t pay, vthicb. adds an e:sti.11at.'-'ld 10% tc, t.b.e; bills of 
th(':s~. who d,~, a.nd ·will lru~.d to m.or~ · ~1:~v·.n.11t.i VQ and p:r: irna.ry car a 
in~tead ct. delayed tmai·ge11c:y Cl.'l..:C-~ r t.hu~ i.ncra.asing th.a. h'1al th o! 
Am.~.ricn a.nd lo~1ering tho cr}l'.it:S. · ·: 
~ 
2., PRO't!C'l:!ON FOH. !3MlJ..aL BOarlrESB · 
' ~· . • . t .. 
:.::."~; 
-~, 
~- ..... • • ,I> • . . - • • • • · : •· ··" -· • • • , • ' ... .. 
A. Cl.int?n .-<\c.~r.d.11.;.i,~1t~B:t:.1.on. ~Will .. tr.1.kcl ·. $'t.Spa! to. pr.~'t!J.lct . .-lsmall 
,bur.d.n,.:11is~~1 . f:::-rJm .r!.i!!ir1.g htti!tlth caxa · c:r.'.l;!ttz •. in ~-a rratnb~r :r.i( way$·...-· 
/'\ : _, .... 1. F.d.:r~t.i., ··t',h~~->,n,s1.1ra1.t(~:ri :P~'r.tm.1;t11!i~. va2:~· by··-~ll···:!'.t~rploye.:n1· will ·iJ11 based 
tin ,.,, i;;orn:mu,1u .. ty-ba~i:,d r.·rv.t: . .i.ng· r;y!:l'tt~ r.~the,:c tl~ . .-!\n an ·-!ll~[;!tn:i~-a1ca·-baoad 
.t·atJ..rv:r 1;y~·\::m11'.l, and .mnaJ.l. ~i.ilpJ.Qyru:s wi:U.. ,:;a ~ole to : b1.1y .· j.i1to . Haa.ltl::i 
~retwr.r::k~ :1:ne.t s:er,iP. la.rge numb-&..,:s of '. ;,i~op.1~1: • . ~ -S'.in.a.11 .b~i.IHl:~sc.s will 
not .,be pf.ma.ll.1.ed be.cat.is<~ th!~.i:::.· ~.mplcy+?f:!'. br:!.~1J in s;ri-;,.llt1.t.·. · .Just. as 
'our economic •~e.ll-b~.Lng ccunt.n en. both Ema.11 .bu.~ine1J~&1::, !!.nd largtt 
tir.n~ to f1.,,-....n:ish lr.. th~. c,mn ...... """tltli t.y, in1-nu.:a.nc\l pr(tliU.\ll!l.B will be 
ba~ed on. tb.e hO!!\l'th nt111c1d~ cf ·t:.b.n C011i.'!ll..t,'1ity, not on thft: h.ca.lth of 
particulaJ:' t.\mploi~~H-~.n ia·t one f.ixm or a.i-ielthe.r. · · · · · .. ·· · . ~· :·:.1 
other a~ai~tt!.!lcCii t~ $mall bus;Jhni~ss will include: 1) th~ 
opportui:ii ty -_to b1.1y L"l.to :t ... he public. pro9"!"ruit ·if ::1.t !..s lttss Q':q.i~nsi vri; 




2) eliminating barri~si to i;mal:t bu~ir.~.st.ar;i · that · •,..i(l nt to band 
to9atl1,e.t· to f cm. 2..ti..rg~.r srt.·ou.p~ +.:.o p1 .. ,.;:;cb~ sH,\ h:aal t..h insurance for 
m,,r~ 1:.rJ•·ler2Lt.A pric:~,:; r ~nd. :i) phaiJing in ttnmlJ. employerr:; 1 and n~·,1 
J:>YJ.Gi:Ln~~:.l!'.i1~-r r.ei~ipontl-':ib:i.llty- ,._?; cost:,. :::~.n. b,c\ . .reduced, during which 
· t.i..1~e. thtdx ~;,loy~{¼~ will ba r.::ovQr~d by t.he public program wi·th th!k. 
co-pa.y. r .equi_rt-.m~1i::~. _ment.icne.d a.bova.· ·• • -
... . - ,.. . 
,,,. -· •• .i 
... ' 
............... . 
. WG. noe'.d __ to «)_~;,i.nd . i.\Cc:~.!Xi:IJ t.~": __ thfl.t) p::c1.ll1&ry- .~.nd pr~vl!?nti ve. cai..·'1 - .. 
, 1:h2'.t ·helJ:Hl. paoplt: st:ra.-y ·: .. ha0.ltJ.1y :•. ~n.£\ -lt:~~Pf.l '. costs . do•,m. : · Wa . Wa3t~ 
money e1.11d wi:i.akan hEHi..lt:.h wh~x1 'inm.u:anc,1i dr..H;i:!.ar. it ecver ri!Ogt!l ;~.r chnck:·-: 
U.,..,... ~ •• ,.,... ... .,.,.:. ' .... t..:;n •- · .. ~ .. ... ,~., ,.,,.,...,. ... J.,.., (., .. ~ .,.. .... ; ·n1· .; .; +- .: ~''"'... . a""'~ .,..,, .. ~ .. ,vnn ·"-· u 1 t"' ~ .,:. ....... ·:,~, . 1:r"r r 'hl, ........... ;,r,~ .... J...J,;.. • .,: • ..,, .:".~l"tAIU.~.; ,>.).~~ ...... r;.;-4:..,..,:;.., . -w.l.:~U .:1 11 r:_~ .• -,..J.,'...Jn.Jo•~'I .. ; ~- 61~ ,. L'l/~fJ' '. , i~\,p1..1, . .. .;! . ... u ... ~.;L....,.. 
::i :; :: ·.,. .... ":;' ~--~;.;.,.. ... j . • ·- ... oJ ~ , •• " .... · '- . •• • . , . , . ( ... . .,...,.,., · 
' • .... . •• - '. . ,. . . . , ·• ' ·, .,., .• .., r .' , , ,.•• :~: _,-. : • I.~ •., . • . • ' • . , • .. • ": _:• • --:-~ ·;: • ': ·. . _,,I 
Hi!\ should. ·prcv1d•:T. an /!..clt1q:uat.fl. lli.L."l'1b~":' of _pr.unary and prrtLVi'mti ve 
·ca.rl'.i r.:lin.ic~ il-1 i.nner· city ami :i:;ttr.al ~r~:::,r~ whiirin healb~ care i:; tnot 
:r:e;adily · available today~ ·· n~··· ·sh¢u.1.d ·: ~.i.~3~ - incr.l1e.Sf:?. 2.:::::e.~!1 · ::f o:c 
cb.ild.ren to · pri.1t1ary· hee.J.t.b. ca:ce. by p.to\1td:!..r1g scl-lool-basf;ld clinics 
"Wh&r~ l'lliilsded, as a !JU.~ple.l'!e•)nt to ~mi vcr·n~J. coverage. : .. • ·: 
The -medicl\.l. educat1ot1 sys-te...-rn n~e.o.~ to d~ !:'.!O.t:e to · pr~pa~,{-
p.rovidcu::·s to prac:t..tc:a p:c~v~r.t.i.v~ "5.Jtcl pr. L11.1~L-r-y car ie.. · Wa n~~d to 
C..l\t·ry out th~ recoror!l~J1dc\t:.itJX'l~ of thlltl. H1.1.t.i.c'C'1~.1 Gove.r.nors A.2s(1cj,ation 
to prQvido . Lncent.iva~ '!!'or studeirt~ _at1d mid.-C~'\reer health 
professional.a: to sarve i:::1 pt·ima.ry er.tr -'-. p:rr::f;Q.S!..~ions in . rural- and ·. 
und,~n:Sfl.J".~vod are.al!.; s~cpand. +.:.he Hational !!ealt.h se:r:---,.,ice. · corpG; . and · 
increa.cca tuppcrt for c;:;:·aduata trai.r1j .. 2':.g tor mid-la.val haalth 
professional$, such as carti.fi~d m.\1:'se-midwivei! . · and nu.rs.a 
:praetionfU•s. · · · -:~ .. : · ·i~:~·. 
A:rkn...~at~ ha:,s be.en ~ lilll;.d1:1r. i11 ~rcl'-.r~-~-.t:L vs C;'!l.ri?.. -'.· ':~v~ .!';ta te 1.s:.: 
·Heal th Diririct:.or r Dr. ,:roycely:n. 7.lde.:r:s, iFJ na.tio1}ally rano',111"\,H.\. Th.a :. 
·~tat.C:l has ill!llta.bli~1h~d ~cb.o~l clln.tcs t.i_at; ~!n?hasize p::.·11vantivu. and 
pri.inar/ cara1 attack te-~n pregna...,,cy, lr.i.d pr.ovi.cl.0· more and bl:\tter 
,pre .. na:tal and early c.hildl1ood care. 
STEP l'OUR.Z · •.•P BXPhHD ··LONG-TZFJ:t· Cl.RE 
. We. s.h.ould provide. long-ttti:'m. ca . .T;"~! tc: ~\i:,.11~rica.n.6 of all .?Lge:i: 1-lhen ,_ 
t.h~:y nra.ed it. Ho A.!11e.r:Lc.a.o. shc,JJ.d hav~ t.o bacmnQ. i:!lpoY~r:i.shed to · 
qualify 1:or J.ong~•brr.m. healt.:b. c.are. And no fa:m.ily should avf.lr have 
to choose. b~t.iiteAn l~ng-te.1:-::n. care fo:r: thri -:;:r a.ndpaxant& a.nd education 
£or the Jr.ids. 
We czin provid~ mc.r.1i1. i';F.?.r-rices to thi:l eld•t·ly antl t.he d.i.sabl4.d 
by ~'-ri?andinq H~dj.ca~a. to 5 .. :1.cludc a wid.c :r~nga of servicrta. to b• 
paid f.or thrr.~1.1gh llffm.--dr ... b1~ and eqt..,ita..~1.~ caei:t-:!ib.a.l~ing rn~chani~~, 
and tt') lJ~ d~livr~ad by contracting ct..it vi t.h cas~ manar:1ers 
r.e~pons i.ble. f o~ allcca ting nGit'ltl~d services iJ1 n.ppi:-op1-ia t~ settings. 
9 
•:,. 
Th""' lo,..,,g-t"" ......... 1""!!'1.,..0 'h., ....... 4'~+- ... ··•on1 ·"' ~o .... hr.~•;~_.,~,,., ct~T";.•·ln,"'f •Ai_-itl--,. 1 q <t-l - r:\..1.; J.:,! _, _ _ .., ... ,. _ ,..,. 11,J,-:.:-.._~y~ 119 ¥\1.-.-\.-l_ ,~) , •• ;:J' Ur.,.l-1:J•.4 .,_l..:.f ..., Q,,h. -- '-:I ,,, _.,.. 
t-ha a.?:'-'e m.ost'. neg).~ctad ., .. , .. ci!lra in t.':l:e1 l10-int11. ~d. community, Th-G:sa 
·- protect:.ions ·· tor. f~ilias~ will b"- incrr1r.l~i.:-:d as : wa ge .. ncu:ate greater 
~d ~:rrcia.t:el!' s~vingsi. · 
Tho:. pri.'.':r:lary lonq-tfJt".ttl . c~regivi~J:·5 in thr~ Unit.Gd Sto.t-o.a arfl 
f~:!1.d.l ·:t ll.\>9i!!Lber:,i -··· :u·.d. pr.~dcmLL1.1antl.y wo:rru';m~ The.:sJ~ _pec~lo. d.cn' t ::w~1:: 
~ r.12!p l~<::1Jm~11t. for t~~.J.:r: t:::a:!:•,"!l, but t.i.'1.~y nC\er.d. a · h'llping ·hand.. · rn ~ 
,:;1.L~t,:n'l. Ad!tl.ini~t:ration, i.,;e: 1.1 prov:i.dl.it. adaqu.atie rs~pitb! c~.ra 
!;;er.---li<Z-1r1G to giv-t11 shor.'t· ..... trrc:tt r~liaf fer -!:.hos.a:. family !l\•mn.hrars-~who 
c.arr.y thJ.!ll ~xt:c-acrd.i.na.ry ~-bui:d~,. · ·. ··. · · · · · · · ·· · .. 
' . Th~ a\lT.T.eltt syr...tQDl.·: of P~-~1.i.c' fi.na."1.c:tnq ·fof.,long~t~l'.."l'll. _:care .. i:; 
h.eavil'i' •bia~r.d, in t:a-101: ·ot: .. inst:itu.tictn-d. · C!l.ra, . evsn_ t.."1.0~1gb: nurs:i.ng 
hozM1 .e::8.'.t:"~ . J.!1 ciftGtn ·· thll :u:.st -rasor.t: ·fc:it:- c-r·mdtiar~1nts , a~d th~iJ:' 
. . ' -· . ""' ~ ' . .. :, - . . '"' f;m.11.1.~~i, - and · t:.arg'Gtad ·- ·homo. ·· c.3..t'iil can be · ·c.b.aa.:;,u: and more 
com,f.,::irtable.. This is tlf .. areciaJ.ly iinpo:ctc.lYt given.the !act ~...b.at the 
e.ld«:--:ly . ~..r~ th~ fa~tfJ,at~•;rr.cwing -~n:oup in c1.tr. pcr;t.\laticn: and t.hat 
m.ore and m.orr:¼ · di3ablad Allh:tricarn, ···· ~e '.tnble tc . l.iva · in·-:- las~ 
rP...stricti ·1~ s.eitt.i.rigm ~nd iuaJc\t full cont:d.bu.tio:ns t ·o so~iety :· ~ ·~~ :· 
. . . . . . 
.. . . .. ; .. . . .. ... . :: . .:· I' , It'. 
W-~ Z-:€Hld to ~nd the ctJ..:r.r.e.nt disir.•t~(.':.!t"it.i"tes· to c.o:niiU11.i.ty-ba.sad · 
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Education: Empowering Our People 
Excerpts from speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
Let me make this clear: Education is economic development. We can only be a high-wage, 
high-growth country if we are a high-skills country. In a world in which money and production 
are mobile, the only way middle-class people can keep good jobs with growing incomes is to 
be lifetime learners and innovators. Without,world-class skills, the middle class will surely 
continue to decline. With them, middle-class workers will generate more high-wage jobs in 
America in the '90s. 
Empowering everybody begins with preschool for every child who needs it, and fully 
funding Head Start. It includes a national examination system to push our students to meet 
world-class standards in core subjects like math and science, and an annual report card for every 
state, every school district, and every school to measure our progress in meeting those standards. 
Empowerment means training young people for high-wage jobs, not dead-end ones. Young 
Americans with only a high school education make 25 percent less today than they would have 
15 years ago. In a Clinton Administration we'll have a national apprenticeship program that will 
enable high school students who aren't bound for college to enter a course of study, designed 
by schools and local businesses, to teach them valuable skills, with a promise of a real job with 
growing incomes when they graduate. 
Empowerment means challenging our students and every American with a system of 
voluntary national service. In a Clinton Administration we will offer a domestic GI Bill that will 
say to middle class as well as low income people: We want you to go to college and we're glad 
to pay for it, but you've got to give something back to your country in return. As President, I'll 
ask Congress to establish a trust fund out of which any American can borrow money for a 
college education, so long as they pay it back either as a small percentage: of their income over 
time or with a couple of years of national service as teachers, police officers, child care workers _ 
-- doing work our country urgently needs. The fund would be financed with a portion of the 
peace dividend and by redirecting the present student loan program, which is nowhere near as 
cost-effective as it should be. This program will pay for itself many times over. 
But in an era when what you can earn depends largely on what you can learn, education 
can't stop at the schoolhouse door. From now on, anyone who's willing to work will have a 
chance to learn. In a Clinton Administration, we'll make adult literacy programs available to 
all whin need it, by working with states to make sure every state has a clear, achievable plan to 
teach everyone with a job to read, to give them a chance to earn a GED, and wherever possible, 
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to do it where they work. In Arkansas we had 14,000 people in adult education programs in 
198J. Today we have over 50,000. By 1993, we'll have over 70,000. Every state can do the 
sane for a modest cost with a disciplined plan and a flexible delivery system. 
And we will ensure that every working American has the opportunity to learn new skills 
every year. Today, American business spends billions of dollars on training -- the equivalent of 
1.5 percent of the costs of their payrolls -- but 70 percent of it goes to the 10 percent at the top 
of the ladder. In a Clinton Administration, we'll require employers to offer every worker his or 
her share of those training dollars, or contribute the equivalent to a national training fund. 
Workers will get the training they need, and companies will learn that the more you train 
workers, the more your profits will increase. 
I know Americans worry about the quality of education in this country and want the best 
for their children. The Clinton Administration will set high national standards based on 
international competition for what everybody,ought to know, and a national examination system 
to measure whether they're learning it. It's not enough to put money into schools. We need 
to challenge the schools to produce and we've got to insist on results. 
The New Covenant will challenge the students of America to stay in school. Students who 
drop out of school or fail to learn as much as they can are not just letting down themselves and 
their families. They're failing their communities, because from that point on, chances are 
they're subtracting from society, not adding to it. In Arkansas , we've tried to enhance 
responsibility for students by saying that if they drop out for no good reason, they lose the 
privilege of a driver ' s license. 
1 , 
Fighting for the Forgotten Middle Class 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
After 12 years of Reagan-Bush, the forgotten middle class is discovering that the reward 
for 12 years of sacrifice and hard work is more sacrifice and more hard times: They've paid 
higher taxes on lower incomes for service cuts, while the rich got tax cuts, while poverty 
increased, and the President and Congress got pay raises and health insurance. 
, 
These people are the backbone of the country, the ones who do the work and pay the taxes 
and send their children off to war. They are the real victims of the Reagan Revolution, the Bush 
Succession, and this awful national recession. 
During this administration, the economy has grown more slowly and fewer jobs have been 
created than in any administration since World War II. People who have jobs are working longer 
hours for less money; people who don't are looking harder to find less. Middle class people are 
paying more for health care, housing, education, ai:id taxes, when government services have been 
cut. 
For 12 years, the forgotten middle class watched their economic interests ignored and their 
values run into the ground. Nothing illustrates this more clearly, in the 1980s, than the fact that 
charitable giving by middle-class families went up as their incomes went down, while charitable 
giving by the wealthiest Americans went down as their incomes went up. Responsibility went 
unrewarded and so did hard work . It's no wonder so many kids growing up on the street think 
it makes more sense to join a gang and deal drugs than to stay in school and go to work. The 
fast buck was glorified from Wall Street to Main Street to Mean Street. 
This is not just a campaign. This is a crusade to restore the forgotten middle class, give the 
power back to ordinary people, and recapture the American Dream. It is a crusade not just for 
economic renewal, but for social and spiritual renewal as well. It is a crusade to build a new 
economic order of empowerment and opportunity that will preserve our social order and make 
it possible for our country once again to make the American Dream live at home and to be 
strong enough to triumph abroad. 
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Individual Responsibility 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
I can tell you, based on my long experience in public life, there will never be a government 
program for every problem. Much of what holds us together and moves us ahead is the daily 
assumption of personal responsibility by millions of Americans from all walks of life. I can 
promise to do a hundred different things for ,you as President. But none of them will make any 
difference unless we all do more as citizens. And, today, I want to talk about the 
responsibilities we owe to ourselves, to one another, and to our nation. 
We need a New Covenant that will challenge all our citizens to be responsible. The New 
Covenant will say to our corporate leaders at the top of the ladder: We'll promote economic 
growth and the free market, but we're not going to help you diminish the middle class and 
weaken the economy. We'll support your efforts to increase profits and jobs through quality 
products and services, but we're going to hold you responsible to be good corporate citizens, 
too. 
The New Covenant will say to people on welfare: We're going to provide the training and 
education and health care you need, but if you can work, you've got to go to work, because you 
can no longer stay on welfare forever. 
The New Covenant will say to the hard-working middle class and those who aspire to it: 
We're going to guarantee you access to a college education, but if you get that help, you've got 
to give something back to your country. 
And the New Covenant will challenge all of us in public service: We have a solemn 
responsibility to honor the values and promote the interests of the people who elected us, and 
if we don't, we don't belong in government anymore. 
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Democracy and Human Rights 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
U.S . foreign policy cannot be divorced from the moral principles most Americans share. 
We cannot cllsregard how other governments treat their own people, whether their domestic 
institutions are democratic or rerressive, whether they help encourage or check illegal conduct 
beyond their borders. 
II should matter to us how others govern themselves. Democracies don't go to war with 
each other. The French and British have nuclear weapons, but we don't fear annihilation at their 
hands. Democracies don't sponsor terrorist acts against each other. They are more likely to 
be rcliab1e trading partners, protect the global environment, and abide by international law. 
Over aime, democracy is a stabilizing force. It provides non-violent means for resolving 
dispules. Democracies do a better job of protecting ethnic, religious and other minorities. And 
elections cam help resolve fratricidal civil wars. 
Yet President Bush too often has hesitated when democratic forces needed our support in 
chal\enging the status quo. The administration continues to coddle China, despite its continuing 
crackdown on democratic reforms, its brutal subjugation of Tibet, its irresponsible exports of 
nuclc?.r and missile technology, its support for the homicidal Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, and 
its abusive trade practices. I believe the President erred when he secretly rushed envoys to 
resume cordial relations with China barely a month after the massacre in Tiananmen Square; 
when he spurned Yeltsin before the Moscow coup; when he poured cold water on Baltic and 
Ukrainian aspirations for self-determination and independence; and when he initially refused to 
help the Kurds. 
We should regard increased funding for democratic assistance as a legitimate part of our 
national security budget. We should support groups like the Natiqnal Endowment for 
Democracy, which work openly rather than covertly to promote democratic pluralism and free 
markets abroad. I would encourage both the Agency for International Development and the U.S. 
Information Agency to channel more of their resources to promoting democracy. And just as 
Radio Free Europe and the Voice of America helped bring the truth to the people of those 
societies , we should create a Radio Free Asia to carry news and hope to China and elsewhere. 
Finally, just as President Kennedy launched the Peace Corps 30 years ago, we should create 
a Democracy Corps today that will send thousands of talented American volunteers to countries 
that need their legal, financial, political expertise. 
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National Energy Policy 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
I support an increase in corporate average fuel economy standards from the current 27 .5 
mpg. No single energy measure appears to present such a significant opportunity for savings, 
national security, balance of trade, and environment. The 45 mpg standard should be a goal of 
automakers and incorporated into national legislation. 
But mandating higher efficiency standards is not enough. We need a national energy 
conservation strategy that will make use of revenue-neutral market incentives to reward 
consumers who conserve and make polluters and energy-wasters pay. 
I support federal tax incentives for renewable resources. Tax incentives would merely level 
the playing field. Traditional energy sources reap many benefits from a tax structure slanted in 
their favor. Tax incentives would allow renewable energy to compete fairly. 
We also need a new energy policy to lower the trade deficit, increase productivity, and 
improve the environment. We must rely less on imported oil, and more on cheap and abundant 
natural gas, and on research and development into renewable energy resources. We must 
achieve European standards of energy efficiency in factories and office buildings. That will free 
up billions of dollars to invest in the American economy. 
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A New Covenant for America 
Excerpts from speeches by Bill Clinton 
To turn America around, we need a new approach founded on our most sacred principles 
as a nation, with a vision for the future. We need a New Covenant, a solemn agreement 
between lhe people and their government, to provide opportunity for everybody, inspire 
responsibility throughout our society, and restore a sense of community to this great nation. A 
New Covenant to take government back from the powerful interests and the bureaucracy, and 
give this country back to ordinary people. 
More than two hundred years ago, the founders outlined our first social compact between 
government and the people, not just between lords and kings. More than a century ago, 
Abr.aham Lincoln gave his life to maintain the Union the compact created. Sixty years ago, 
Franktin Roosevelt renewed that promise with a New Deal that offered opportunity in return for 
hard work. 
Today we need to forge a New Covenant that will repair the damaged bond between the 
people and their government and restore our basic values -- the notion that our country has a 
responsibility to help people get ahead, that citizens have not only the right but a responsibility 
to rise as far and as high as their talents and determination can take them, and that we're all in 
this together. We must make good on the words of Thomas Jefferson, who said, "A debt of 
service is due from every man to his country proportional to the bounties which nature and 
fortune ]rave measured to him." 
Make no mistake -- this New Covenant means change -- change in our party, change in our 
national leadership, and change in our country. Far away from Washington, in your hometowns 
and mine, people have lost faith in the ability of government to change their lives for the better. 
Out there, you can hear the quiet, troubled voice of the forgotten middle _i:lass, lamenting that 
government no longer looks out for their interests or honors their values -- like individual 
responsibility, hard work, family, community. They think their government takes more from 
them than it gives back, and looks the other way when special interests only take from this 
country and give nothing back. And they're right. 
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This New Covenant can't be between the politicians and the established interests. It can't 
be another backroom deal between the people in power and the people who keep them there. 
This New Covenant can only be ratified by the people in the 1992 election. And that's why I'm 
running for President. 
That's what our hope is today: A New Covenant to shoulder our common load. When 
people assume responsibility and shoulder that common load, they acquire a dignity they never 
knew before. When people go to work, they rediscover a pride that was lost. When fathers pay 
their child support, they restore a connection they and their children need. When students work 
harder, they find out they all can learn and do as well as anyone else on Earth. When corporate 
managers put their workers and their long-term profits ahead of their own paychecks, their 
companies do well, and so do they. When the privilege of serving is enough of a perk for 
people in Congress, and the President finally assumes responsibility for America's problems, 
we'll not only stop doing wrong, we'll begin to do what is right to move America forward. 
, -
A New Covenant for Economic Change 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
For 12 years, we've had no economic vision, no economic leadership, no national economic 
strategy. What A mcrica needs is a President with a radical new approach to our economic 
problems that will give new life to the Amcri~an Dream. 
We've got to move in a radically different direction. The Republicans' failed experiment 
in supply-side economics didn ' t produce growth. It didn't create upward mobility. And most 
important, it didn't prepare millions and millions of Americans to compete and win in the new 
world economy. 
And we've got move away from the old Democratic theory that says we can just tax and 
spend our way out of any problem we face. Expanding government doesn't expand opportunity. 
And big deficits don't produce sustained economic growth, especially when the borrowed money 
is spent on yesterday's mistakes, not tomorrow's investments. 
Stale theories produce nothing but stalemate. The old economic answers arc obsolete. 
We've seen the limits of Keynesian economics. We've seen the worst of supply-side economics. 
We need a new approach. 
We need a New Covenant for economic change, a new economics that empowers people, 
rewards work, and organizes America to compete and win again. A national economic strategy 
to liberate and energize the abilities of millions of Americans who are paying more taxes when 
the government is doing less for them, who arc working harder while their wages go down . 
This New Covenant isn't liberal or conservative. It's both and it's different. The American 
people don't care about the idle rhetoric of left and right. They're real people, with real 
problems, and they think no one in Washington wants to solve their problems or stand up for 
them. 
The goals of our New Covenant for economic change are straightforward: 
• We need a President who will put economic opportunity in the hands of ordinary people, 
not rich and powerful special interests; 
.. A President who will revolutionize government to invest more in the future; 
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• A President who will encourage the private sector to organize m new ways and 
coopen.le to produce economic growth; 
• A President who will challenge and lead America to compete and win in the global 
economy, not retreat from the world; 
That's how we'll turn this country's economy around, recapture America's leadership in 
the world, and build a better future for our children. That's how we'll show the forgotten middle 
class we really understand their struggle. That's how we'll reduce poverty and rebuild the ladder 
from poverty to the middle class. And that, my friends, is why I'm running for President of the 
United States. 
Our first responsibility und~r this New Covenant is to move quickly to put this recession 
behind us. I have released a plan for what I would do right away to help working people and 
get the economy moving again. I'd not only extend unemployment benefits, as Congress and the 
President have finally done, but I'd push through a middle-class tax cut, an accelerated highway 
bill lo create 40-45,000 new construction jobs over the next six months, and an increase in the 
ceiling on FHA mortgage guarantees so half a million families could pump up the economy by 
buying their first home. I think good credit card customers should receive a break from the 18 
and 19 percent rates of banks, which have cut the rates the customers get paid on their deposit 
accounts. And I'm proud to say that four of the ten banks charging the lowest credit card rates 
nationwide are in my state. 
I would also make sure federal regulators send a clear signal to the financial community 
not to call in loans that are performing, and not to fear making good loans to local businesses. 
But even if we did all those things tomorrow, it wouldn't change the fundamental challenge 
of the l 990s. We need to get out of this recession, and soon. But we also need a long-term 
national strategy to create a high-wage, high-growth, high-opportunity economy, not a hard-
work. low-wage economy that's sinking when it ought to be rising. 
It doesn't have lo be that way. I believe we can win again. In the global economy of the 
l 990s, economic growth won't come from government spending. It will come instead from 
individuals working smarter and learning more, from entrepreneurs taking more risks and going 
after new markets, and from corporations designing better products and taking a longer view. 
We're going to reward work, expand opportunity, empower people, and .we are going to win 
agam. 
Bill Clinton on AIDS 
Bill Clinton believes it's time to take real action to end the national tragedy of the AIDS epidemic. Governor 
Cl in ton feels that the current administration has failed to meet the challenge of the AIDS crisis, and that further 
delays are unacceptable. With the death toll already at 130,000, Bill Clinton thinks it's time to make AIDS 
research and medical care a national health priority. Through a program of education and prevention, research, 
testing, and treatment, a Clinton Administration will move the fight forward against AIDS. 
Bill Clinton's Record on AIDS 
Bill Clinton has a long record of efforts to deal with the AIDS crisis. As chairman of the National Governor's 
Association, he formed the first working group of governors to develop a policy on AIDS . Clinton was a moving 
force in the creation of an AIDS action plan adopted by the Governor 's Association, which called for education 
and prevention efforts at the local, state, and federal levels. 
ln 1986, under Governor Clinton's lead ership, the Arkansas State Board of Education adopted a reso lution calling 
for the "development of AIDS education skills ... to he integrated into the Health Education Course Content 
Guide." In 1989 and 1990, Governor Clinton supported teacher training for AIDS education and a detailed study 
of the availability of HIV education at the local level. Since 1990, AIDS education has been required in all 
Arkansas schools , and there has been a 40% increase in HIV counseling and testing in Governor Clinton's state. 
A National AIDS Strategy 
Research: The first priority in the Clinton Administration's fight against AIDS will be finding a cure. This will 
require the commitment of increased government resources to the research, development, and testing of an AIDS 
vaccine. Studies in treatment as well as behavior must be expanded in the search for a cure. Governor Clinton 
also believes we need to expand our international cooperation to end the enormous suffering arising from the 
global AIDS epidemic. 
Testing: Bill Clinton believes that testing is a vital component in the fight against AIDS. But while testing and 
early detection are important weapons in the struggle, Bill Clinton feels we must act vigilantly to protect the 
individual's right to privacy . A Clinton Administration would support the efforts of the Center for Disease 
Control to develop a voluntary system of AIDS testing for health care workers. · · 
Treatment: AIDS treatment in this country is in dire need of reform. As part of a broader national health care 
plan, Bill Clinton believes that we need to control the rising cost of AIDS treatment; provide insurance for those 
who have the disease and are not covered ; control the cost of drugs that have been proven useful in treatment ; 
improve preventative and long-term care; and provide drug abuse treatment for all who need help . 
Education: Bill Clinton believes the most important mechanism for prevention is education. A Clinton 
Administration will support a national AIDS education initiative in which resources are devoted at the federal , 
state, am1 focal levels to the education of our children, so that our children will learn to take personal 
responsibi}icy for their own health. 
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South Africa 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
And in Africa as well , we must align America with the rising tide of democracy. The 
administration has claimed credit for the historic opening to democracy now being negotiated 
in South Africa, when in fact it resisted the sanctions policy that helped make this hopeful 
moment possible. 
Today, we should concentrate our attention on doing what we can to help end the violence 
that has ravaged the South African townships, by supporting with our aid the local structures that 
seek to mediate these disputes and by insisting that the South African government show the same 
zeal in prosecuting the perpetrators of the violence as it did in the past when pursing the leaders 
of the anti-apartheid movement. The administration and our states and cities should only relax 
our remaining sanctions as it becomes clearer that the day of democracy and guaranteed 
individual rights is at hand. And when that day does dawn, we must be prepared to extend our 
assistance to make sure that democracy, once gained, is not lost there. 
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FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE 
Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States 
E.xcerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
I believe we need to respond more forcefully to one of the greatest security challenges of 
our time, to help the people of the former Soviet empire demilitarize their societies and build 
free political and economic institutions. Congress has passed $500 million to help the Soviets 
destroy nuclear weapons, and for humanitarian aid. We can do better. As Sen. Sam Nunn and 
Rep. Les Aspin have argued, we should shift 111oney from marginal military programs to this 
key investment in our future security. We can radically reduce the threat of nuclear destruction 
that has dogged us for decades by investing a fraction what would otherwise have to be spent 
to counter that threat. And, together with our G-7 partners, we can supply the Soviet republics 
with the food and medical aid they need to survive their first winter of freedom in 74 years. 
We should do all that we can to coordinate aid efforts with our allies, and to provide the best 
technical assistance we can to distribute that food and aid. 
I know it may be bad politics to be for any aid program. But we owe it to the people who 
defeated communism, the people who defeated the coup. And we owe it to ourselves. A small 
amount spent stabilizing the emerging democracies in the former Soviet empire today will reduce 
by much more the money we may have to commit to our defense in the future. · And it will lead 
to the creation of lucrative new markets which mean new American jobs. Having won the Cold 
War, we must not now lose the peace. 
We should recognize Ukraine's independence, as well as that of other republics who make 
that decision democratically. But we should link U.S. and western non-humanitarian aid to 
agreements by the republics to abide by all arms agreements negotiated by Soviet authorities, 
demonstrate responsibility with regard to nuclear weapons, demilitarize their economies, respect 
minority rights, and proceed with market and political reforms. 
We should encourage private American investment in the former Soviet empire. The Soviet 
republics, after all, are rich in human and natural resources. One day, they and Eastern Europe 
could be lucrative markets for us. 
Finally, no national security issue is more urgent than the question of who will control the 
nuclear weapons and technology of the former Soviet empire. Those weapons pose a threat to 
the security of every American, to our allies, and to the republics themselves. 
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Protecting our Ancient Forests 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
I believe the Ancient Forests of the Pacific North West are one of our most precious natural 
resources and must be protected. I support the basic outlines of the Adams proposal to protect 
both ancient forests and lumber industry jobs. The recent controversy over destruction of the 
Pacific Yew, the source of the anti-cancer drug Taxol, reminded us that human life depends 
upon the biological diversity in intact ecosystems like old growth forests . Their protection must 
be one of the nation's top conservation priorities. The loss of old growth forests would mean 
the disappearance of irreplaceable knowledge. 
We need to protect both ancient forests and families in logging communities . The Adams 
proposals to assist families and communities that have been adversely affected by timber 
shortages caused by federal actions and by exports of raw logs overseas are a good start, 
although the job protection provisions need more work. I would support federal efforts to 
expand processing and value-added manufacturing of wood products and to diversify the 
economies of Pacific Northwest communities dependent primarily on lumber resources. 
Additionally, I think we should consider developing a new system of user fees in the 
national forests and earmark the revenue raised to support ecological management and economic 
development in the lumber communities. The destruction of these forest resources must be 
stopped before they lose either their wilderness or recreational value. 
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Demanding Corporate Responsibility 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
The most irresponsible people in the 1980s were those in business who abused their position 
at the top of the totem pole. Thi:; is my message to the business community: As President, I'm 
going to do everything I can to make it easier for your company to compete in the world, with 
a better trained workforce, cooperation betweer labor and management, fair and strong trade 
policies, and incentives to invest in America's economic growth. But I want the jetsetters and 
the feather bedders of corporate America to know that if you sell your companies and your 
workers and your country down the river, you'll get called on the carpet. That's what the 
President's bully pulpit is for. 
Business is a noble endeavor. It is the thing that makes this country run. The private 
sector creates jobs, not the public sector. But the people with the responsibility in the private 
sector should think it's simply not enough to obey the letter of the law and make as much money 
as you can. It's wrong for executives to do what so many did in the '80s. The biggest 
companies raised their pay by four times the percentage their workers' pay went up and three 
times the percentage their profits went up. It's wrong to drive a company into the ground and 
have the chief executive bail out with a golden parachute to a cushy life. 
The average CEO at a major American corporation is paid about 100 times as much as the 
average worker -- compare that to two countries doing much better than we are in the world 
economy. In Germany it's 23 to I, and in Japan, which just completed 58 months of 
untrammeled economic growth, it's 17 to 1. And our government today rewards that excess 
with a tax break for executive pay, no malter how high it is. That's wrong. If a company 
wants to overpay its executives and under invest in the future, it shouldn't get any special 
treatment from Uncle Sam. If a company wants to transfer jobs abroad and cut the security of 
working people, it shouldn't get special treatment from the Treasury. In t]1e 1980s, we didn't 
do enough to help our companies to compete and win in a global economy. We did too much 
to transfer wealth away from hard-working middle-class people to the rich without good reason. 
That's got to stop. There should be no more deductibility for irresponsibility. 
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A Revolution in the Workplace 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
It's time for a revolution in the American workplace that will radically raise the status of 
the American worker and tear down the Berlin Wall between labor and management. 
It's been years since the U.S could outprocduce the rest of the world by treating workers like 
so many cogs in a machine. We need a whole new organization of work, where workers at the 
front lines make decisions, not just follow orders, and entire levels of bureaucratic middle 
management become obsolete. And we need a new style of management, where front-line 
workers and managers have more responsibility to make decisions that improve quality and 
increase productivity. 
Dynamic, nexible, well-trained workers who cooperate with savvy, sensitive manages to 
make changes every day are the keys to high growth in manufacturing and in the service sector 
including government, education, and health care, areas where productivity growth was very 
weak in the 1980s. 
Everyone will have to change, but everyone will get something in return. Workers will 
gain new prosperity and independence, but they'll have to give up non-productive work rules 
and rigid job classifications and be more open to change. Managers will reap more profits but 
will have to manage for the long-run, train all workers , and not treat themselves better than their 
workers are treated. Corporations will reach new heights in productivity, growth and 
profitability, but CEOs will have to put the long-term interests of their workers, their customers, 
and their companies first. 
We should restore the link between pay and performance by encouraging companies to 
provide for employee ownership, profit-sharing for all employees, not just executives. And 
executives should profit when their companies do. We should all go up or down together. We'll 
say to America's corporate leaders: No more taking bonuses for yourselves if you don't give 
bonuses to everybody. And no more golden parachutes if you don't make good severance 
packages available for your workers. 
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Controlling Government Spending 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
If we' re going to get more for our money, we ought to have a federal budget which invests 
more in the future and spends le:;s on the present and the past. As President, I'll throw out last 
year's budget deal, which brought us the biggest deficits in American history and the fastest-
growing spending since World War II. In its plate, I'll establish a new three-part federal budget: 
a past budget for interest payments; a present budget for spending on current consumption, and 
a future budget for investments in things that will make us richer. 
Today the federal government spends only 9% of the budget on investing in the future --
in education, child care, he.:1.lth care, environmental technology, infrastructure, and basic 
research. We'll double that in a Clinton Administration. We'll begin to finance the future 
budget by converting resources no longer needed for national defense to the investments needed 
to rebuild our economic security, and by controlling health care costs . 
We can bring the deficit down over time, but only if we control spending on current 
consumption programs by tying overall increases to real revenue increases, not estimates. I 
propose to limit overall increases in the consumption budget to incre.:1.ses in personal income, so 
that the federal budget can't go up any faster than the average American's paycheck. Making 
Congress and the President live by this rule will cut the deficit drastically in five years, in a 
dramatic budget reform. 
I believe that over the next four years , we can reduce defense spending, control health care 
costs, cut 3 % a year out of the administrative cost of government, and limit current consumption 
expenditures to personal income increases, which will dramatically reduce consumption 
spending. 
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FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE 
Giving Government Back to the People 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
For too many Americans, for too long, it's seemed that Congress and the White House have 
been more interested in looking out for themselves and for their friends, but not for the country 
and not for the people who make it great. 
. 
Congress raised its pay and guarded its perks while most Americans were working harder 
for less money. Two Republican Presidents elected on a promise of fiscal responsibility 
advanced budget policies that more than tripled the national debt. Congress went along with 
that, too. Taxes were lowered on the wealthiest people whose incomes rose, and raised on 
middle class people whose incomes fell. 
The New Covenant must challenge Congress to act responsibly. And here again, 
Democrats must lead the way. Because they want to use government to help people, Democrats 
have to put Congress in order: Congress should live by the laws it applies to other workplaces. 
No more midnight pay raises. Congressional pay shouldn't go up while the pay of working 
Americans is going down. Let's clamp down on campaign spending and open the airwaves to 
encourage real political debate instead of paid political assassination. No more bounced checks. 
No more bad restaurant debts. No more fixed tickets. Serving in Congress is privilege enough. 
Besides empowering citizens, we must lead a revolution in government so it becomes an 
engine of opportunity again, not an obstacle to it. Voters who went to the polls in this month's 
elections sent us a clear message: People want more for their money. The experts in Washington 
think that is a contradiction. But I think the experts are wrong and the people are right. People 
want a better deal from government, and they'll get it in a Clinton Administration . 
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Radically Changing Government 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
Too many Washington insiders of both parties think the only way to provide more services 
is to spend more on programs already on the books in education, housing, and health care. But 
if we reinvent government to deliver new services, in different ways, eliminate unnecessary 
layers of management, and offer people more choices, we really can give taxpayers more 
services with fewer bureaucrats for the same or less money. 
The Republicans have been in charge of the government for 12 years. They've brought 
the country to the brink of bankruptcy. Democrats who want the government to do more -- and 
I'm one of them -- have a heavy responsibility to show that we're going to spend the taxpayer's 
money wisely and with discipline. 
Every successful major corporation in America had to restructure itself to compete in the 
last decade, to decentralize, become more entrepreneurial, give workers more authority to make 
decisions, and offer customers more choices and better products. Governments needs to do the 
same. 
l want to make government more efficient and more effective by eliminating unnecessary 
layers of bureaucracy and cutting administrative costs, and by giving people more choices in the 
services they get, and empowering them to make those choices. That's what we've tried to do 
in Arkansas -- balancing our budget every year, improving services, and treating taxpayers like 
our customers and our bosses, giving them more choices in public schools, child care centers, 
and services for the elderly. Arkansas was the first state to initiate a statewide total quality 
management program. We've dramatically reduced the number of reports the Department of 
Education requires of school districts, slashed bureaucratic costs in the Department of Human 
Services and put the money into direct services that help real people, and,. speeded up customer 
services in the Revenue Department. We measure the job placement rate of graduates from 
vocational-technical programs, and if a program can't show results, we shut it down. 
So I know it can be done. But let us be clear: Serious restructuring of government for 
greater productivity is very different from the traditional top-down reorganization plans that have 
been offered over the last 20 years, including in this campaign. Those require a lot of time and 
energy and generally leave us with more of the same government, not less. 
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bureaucratic costs in the Department of Human Services and put the money into direct 
services What I am proposing is hard, unglamorous work. It will require us to re-examine every 
dollar of the taxpayers' money we spend and every minute of time that the government puts in 
on business. 1t wrll require us to enlist the energies of front-line public servants who are often 
as frustrated as the rest of us with bureaucracy. And if we do it in Arkansas, which has among 
the lowest laxes in the country, imagine how much more important and productive it will be at 
the federal level. In a Clinton Administration , we'll make government more effective by holding 
ourselves to the same standard of productivity growth as business and insisting on a 3 % across-
the-board cuts in the administrative costs of the federal bureaucracy every year. 
FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE 
Welfare Reform: Making Work Pay 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
The New Covenant can break the cycle of welfare. Welfare should be a second chance, 
not a way of life. In a Clinton Administration, we're going to put an end to welfare as we know 
it. I want to erase the stigma of welfare for good by restoring a simple, dignified principle: 
no one who can work can stay on welfare foreyer. 
The New Covenant must be pro-work. That means people who work shouldn't be poor. 
In a Clinton Administration, we'll do everything we can to break the cycle of dependency and 
help the poor climb out of poverty. First, we need to make work pay by expanding the Earned 
Income Tax Credit for the working poor, creating savings accounts that make it easier for poor 
people even on welfare to save, and supporting microenterprise grants for those who want to 
start a small business. At the same time, we need to assure all Americans that they'll have 
access to health care when they go to work. 
We'll still help people who can ' t help themselves, and those who need education and 
training and child care. But if people can work, they'll have to do so. We'll give them all the 
help they need for up to two years. But after that, if they're able to work, they'll have to take 
a job in the private sector, or start earning their way through community service. That way, 
we'll restore the covenant that welfare was first meant to be: to give temporary help to people 
who've fallen on hard times. 
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Bill Clinton on Families 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
If the New Covenant is pro-work, it must also be pro-family. That means we must demand 
the toughest possible child support enforcement. We need an administration that will give state 
agencies that collect child support full law enforcement authority, and find new ways of catching 
deadbeats. In Arkansas, we passed a law this year that says if you owe more than a thousand 
dollars in child support, we're going to report :you to every credit agency in the state. People 
shouldn't be able to borrow money before they take care of their children. 
Families with children deserve additional tax relief. The value of the tax exemption for 
children has dropped dramatically since World War II, while the tax burden and the cost of 
raising a family went up. In 1948, a typical family of four paid just 0.3 % of their income in 
federal income taxes. Today, a similar family pays 30 times as much. 
We need to stop taxing away the money parents need to raise a family, and restore the 
value of the children's tax exemption. We should replace the current $2,150 dependent's 
exemption with up to an $800 per-child tax credit, which would be equivalent to exempting from 
tax as much as $ 5,330 for a family in the 15 percent tax bracket. This change would mean 
additional tax savings this year of up to $480 per child for an average-income family. 
We can pay for it without raising the deficit, by enacting a combination of spending 
reforms, such as cutting the $200 billion annual budget for the federal bureaucracy, and tax 
changes designed mainly to close tax loopholes for high-income people. 
This change, along a 10% cut in middle class tax rates, would deliver real tax relief for 
those who work hard and play by the rules. Combining the impact of these two reforms, our 
plan would cut federal taxes for an average-income family with two children by as much as 
$1300. 
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Bill Clinton on Poverty and Opportunity 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
There's a special challenge in the New Covenant for the young men and women who live 
in America's most troubled urban neighborhoods, the children like those I met in Chicago and 
Los Angeles who live in fear of being forced to join a gang or getting shot going to and from 
school. 
Many of these young people believe this country has ignored them for too long, and they're 
right. Many of them think America unfairly blames them for every wrong in our society -- for 
drugs, crime, poverty, the breakup of the family and the breakdown of the schools -- and they're 
right. They worry that because their face is of a different color, their only choice in life is jail 
or welfare or a dead-end job, that being a minority in an inner city is a guarantee of failure. 
But they're wrong -- and when I'm President, I'm going to do my best to prove they're wrong. 
I know these young people can overcome anything they set their mind to. I believe 
America needs their strength , their intelligence, and their humanity. And because I believe in 
them and what they can contribute to our society, they must not be let off the hook. All society 
can offer them is a chance to develop their God-given abilities. They have to do the rest. 
Anybody who tells them otherwise is lying -- and they know it. 
As President, I'll see that they get the same deal as everyone else: they've got to play by 
the rules, stay off drugs, stay in school and keep out of the streets. They've got to stop having 
children if they're not prepared to support them. Governments don't raise children. People do. 
And for those young people who do get into trouble, we'll give them one chance to avoid 
prison, by setting up community boot camps for first-time non-violent offenders -- where they 
can learn discipline, get drug treatment if necessary, continue their education, and do useful 
work for their community. A second chance to be a first-rate citizen. 
We need special efforts to empower the poor to work their way out of poverty. We'll make 
work pay by expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit for the working poor, and by supporting 
private and public partnerships to give low-income entrepreneurs the tools to start new 
businesses, through innovative institutions like Shore Bank in Chicago and its rural counterpart, 
the Southern Development Bancorporation in Arkansas. We've got to break the cycle of 
dependency and put an end to permanent dependence on welfare as a way of life, by really 
invest:mg \n the development of poor people and giving them the me.:1.ns, the incentives, and the 
requirement to go to work. 
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FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE 
Taking Care of Our Problems at Home 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
Given the problems we face at home, we do have to take care of our own people and their 
needs first. We need to remember the central lesson of the collapse of communism and the 
Soviet Union. We never defeated them on the field of battle. The Soviet Union collapsed from 
the inside out -- from economic, political, and spiritual failure. 
Make no mistake: foreign and domestic policy are inseparable in today's world. If we're 
not strong at home, we can't lead the world we've done so much to make. And if we withdraw 
from the world, it will hurt us economically at home. 
We can't allow this false choice between domestic policy and foreign policy to hurt our country 
and our economy. Our President has devoted his time and energy to foreign concerns and 
ignored dire problems here at home. As a result, we're drifting in the longest economic slump 
since World War 11, and, in reaction to that, elements in both parties now want America to 
respond to the collapse of communism and a crippling recession at home by retreating from the 
world. 
Now we must understand, as never have before, that our national security is largely 
economic. The success of our engagement in the world depends not on the headlines it brings 
to Washington politicians, but on the benefits it brings to hard-working middle-class Americans. 
Our II foreign II policies are not really foreign at all. 
Our economic strength must become a central defining element of our national security 
policy. We must organize to compete and win in the global economy. We need a commitment 
from American business and labor to work together to make world-class products. We must be 
prepared to exchange some short-term benefits -- whether in the quarterly profit statement or in 
archaic work rules -- for long-term success. 
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Foreign Affairs and National Security 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
We face two great foreign policy challenges today. First, we must define a new national 
security policy that builds on freedom's victory in the Cold War. The communist idea has lost 
its power, but the fate of the peoples who lived under it and the fate of the world will be in 
doubt until stable democracies rise from the debris of the Soviet empire. 
' 
And second, we must forge a new economic policy to serve ordinary Americans by 
launching a new era of global growth. We must tear down the wall in our thinking between 
domestic and foreign policy. 
We need a coherent strategy that enables us to lead the world we have done so much to 
make, and that supports our urgent efforts to take care of our own here at home. We cannot 
do one without the other. The strategy of American engagement I propose is based on four key 
assumptions about the requirements of our security in this new era: 
• First , the collapse of communism does not mean the end of danger. A new set of 
threats in an even less stable world will force us, even as we restructure our defenses , to keep 
our guard up . 
• Second, America must regain its economic strength to maintain our position of global 
leadership. While military power will continue to be vital to our national security , its utility is 
declining relative to economic power. We cannot afford to go on spending too much on 
firepower and too little on brainpower. 
• Third, the irresistible power of ideas rules in the Information Age. Television, cassette 
tapes, and the fax machine helped ideas to pierce the Berlin Wall and bri~g it down. 
• Finally, our definition of security must include common threats to all people. On the 
environment and other global issues, our very survival depends upon the United States taking 
the lead. 
Guided by these assumptions, we must pursue three clear objectives: , First, we must 
restructure our military forces for a new era. Second, we must work with our allies to 
encourage the spread and consolidation of democracy abroad. And third, we must re-establish 
Amer:1ca's economic leadership at home and in the world. 
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A Strong Defense for America 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
Today's defense debate centers too narrowly on the size of the military budget. But the real 
questions are, what threats do we face, what forces do we need to counter them, and how must 
we change? 
We can and must substantially reduce our military forces and spending, because the Soviet 
threat is decreasing and our a1lies are able to and should shoulder more of the defense burden. 
But we still must set the level of our defense spending based on what we need to protect our 
interests. First let's provide for a strong defense. Then we can talk about defense savings. 
At the outset of this discussion, I want to make one thing clear: the world is still rapidly 
changing. The world we look out on today is not the same world we will see tomorrow. We 
need to be ready to adjust our defense projections to meet threats that could be either heightened 
or reduced down the road. 
Our defense needs were clearer during the Cold War, when it was widely accepted that 
we needed enough forces to deter a Soviet nuclear attack, to defend against a Soviet-led 
conventional offensive in Europe and to protect other American interests, especially in Northeast 
Asia and the Persian Gulf. The collapse of the Soviet Union shattered that consensus, leaving 
us without a clear benchmark for determining the size or mix of our armed forces. 
However, a new consensus is emerging on the nature of post-Cold War security. It 
assumes that the gravest threats we are most likely to face in the years ahead include: 
• First, the spread of deprivation and disorder in the former Soviet Union, which could 
lead to armed conflict among the republics or the rise of a fervently nationalistic and aggressive 
regime in Russia still in possession of long-range nuclear weapons. 
• Second, the spread of weapons of mass dcstrnction, nuclear, chemical and biological, 
as well as the means for delivering them. 
• Third, enduring tensions in various regions, especially the Korean peninsula and the 
lf\lib.;Ue East and the attendant risks of terrorist attacks on Americans traveling or working 
c.,,yene~:s. 
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• And finally, the growing intensity of ethnic rivalry and separatist violence within 
n21\1vnal borders, such as we have seen in Yugoslavia, India and elsewhere, that could spill 
beJiond tl1ose borders. 
The administration has called for a 21 percent cut in military spending through 1995, based 
on the assumption, now obsolete, that the Soviet Union would remain intact. With the dwindling 
Soviet threat, we can cut defense spending by over a third by 1997. 
Based on calculations by the Congressional Budget Office, my plan would bring cumulative 
savings of about $100 billion beyond the current Bush plan. If favorable political and military 
trends continue, and we make progress on arms control, we may be able to scale down defense 
spending still more by the end of the decade. However, we should not commit ourselves now 
to specific deeper cuts ten years from now. The world is changing quickly, and we must retain 
our ability to react to potential threats. 
The defense policy I have outlined keeps America strong and still yields substantial savings. 
The American people have earned this peace dividend through forty years of unrelenting 
vigilance and sacrifice and an investment of trillions of dollars. And they are entitled to have 
the dividend reinvested in their future. 
FOR PRESIDE/VT COMMITTEE 
Nuclear Weapons, Arms Control, and Non-Proliferation 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
I believe we can dramatically reduce our nuclear arsenals through negotiations and other 
reciprocal actions. But as an irreducible minimum, we must retain a survivable nuclear force 
to deter any conceivable threat. 
First, now that the nuclear arms race finally has reversed course, it's time for a prudent 
slowdown in strategic modernization. We should stop production of the B-2 bomber. That 
alone could save $20 billion by 1997. 
Since Ronald Reagan unveiled his "Star Wars" proposal in 1983, America has spent $26 
billion in futile pursuit of a fool-proof defense against nuclear attack. Democrats in Congress 
have recommended a much more realistic and attainable goal: defending against very limited or 
accidental launches of ballistic missiles. This allows us to proceed with R&D on missile defense 
within the framework of the ABM treaty -- a prudent step as more and more countries acquire 
missile technology. 
At the same time, we must do more to stop the threat of weapons of mass destruction from 
spreading. We need to clamp down on countries and companies that sell these technologies, 
punish violators, and work urgently with all countries for tough, enforceable, international non-
proliferation agreements. · 
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Making the Most of Our Defense Workers 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
We must not forget about the real people whose lives will be turned upside down when 
defense is cut deeply. The government should look out for its defense workers and the 
communities they live in. We should insist on advanced notification and help communities plan 
for a transition from a defense to a domestic ~conomy . 31 % of our graduate engineers work 
for the defense industry. They and other highly skilled workers and technicians are a vital 
national resource at a time when our technological edge in a world economy must be sharper 
than ever before. I have called for a new advanced research agency -- a civilian DARPA -- that 
could help capture for commercial work the brilliance of scientists and engineers who have 
accomplished wonders on the battlefield. 
Likewise, those who have served the nation in uniform cannot be dumped on the job 
market. We've got to enlist them to help meet our many needs at home. By shifting people 
from active duty to the National Guard and reserves, offering early retirement options, limiting 
re-enlistment and slowing the pace of recruitment, we can build down our forces in a gradual 
way that doesn't abandon people of proven commitment and competence. 
Our people in uniform are among the most highly skilled in the areas we need most. We 
need to transfer those human resources into our workforce and even into our schools , perhaps 
in part by using reserve centers and closed bases for community-based education and training 
programs. 
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FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE 
Bill Clinton on the Economy 
11 A New Covenant on Economic Change" 
America needs a President who will provide the leadership to challenge our nation to compete and 
win in the emerging global economy. 
Bill Clinton has proposed a National Economic Strategy to get our country moving again, promote 
economic growth, create economic opportunity for ordinary hard-working Americans , radically change 
government to make it more efficient, and encourage investment in America's future. 
It's time to move beyond the Republicans' failed experiment in supply-side economics on the one 
hand and tax and spend on the other. Bill Clinton offers a New Covenant for economic change, a forward-
looking economics that empowers people, rewards work and innovation, and organizes America to compete 
and win again . 
Putting the Recession Behind Us 
Bill Clinton has offered a detailed short-term plan to get the economy moving forward and put people back 
to work: 
I . a middle-class tax cut to boost consumer confidence and consumer spending ; 
2. an accelerated highway and transportation construction plan that would create 40,000-45 ,000 
additional construction jobs and hundreds of thousands of related jobs in the first six months ; 
3. an increase in the ceiling on FHA mortgage guarantees so that half a million families could 
pump up the economy by buying their first home; 
4. cuts in rates for credit card customers with good credit records; 
5. an economic lifeline for health care and housing, enabling families to keep up with their 
health care premiums and mortgage or rent payments when facing unexpected 
unemployment. 
Bill Clinton would also call upon federal regulators to send a clear signal to the financial community 
not to call in performing loans, and to extend loans to local businesses in sound financial shape. 
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The Middle East 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
In the Middle East, the administration deserves credit for bringing Israel and its Arab 
antagonists to the negotiating table. Yet I believe the President is wrong to use public pressure 
tactics against Israel. In the process, he has raised Arab expectations that he'll deliver Israeli 
concessions and fed Israeli fears that its interests will be sacrificed to an American-imposed 
solution. 
We must remember that even if the Arab-Israeli dispute were resolved tomorrow, there 
would still be ample causes of conflict in the Middle East: ancient tribal , ethnic and religious 
hatreds; control of oil and water; the bitterness of the have-nots toward those who have; the lack 
of democratic institutions to hold leaders accountable to their people and restrain their actions 
abroad; and the territorial ambitions of Iraq and Syria. We have paid a terrible price for the 
administration ' s earlier policies of deference to Saddam Hussein. Today, we must deal with 
Hafez J\ssad in Syria but we must not overlook his tyrannical rule and domination of Lebanon. 
We need a broader policy toward the Middle East that seeks to limit the flow of arms into the 
region, as well as the materials needed to develop and deliver weapons of mass destruction; 
promotes democracy and human rights; and preserves our strategic relationship with the one 
democracy in the region: Israel. 
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A National Economic Strategy 
For the long term, Bill Clinton has put forth a national strategy to create a high-wage, high-growth, 
high-opportunity economy. 
Investing in the American People: Bill Clinton thinks that if we're going to turn this country around, 
we've got to empower every American with the education, job training, and economic opportunity they 
need to get ahead. _ 
Education: Bill Clinton is one of the leading voices in America for radical reform of American education . 
A Clinton Administration will create a trust fund out of which any American can borrow money for a 
college education, so long as they pay it back either as a small percentage of their income over time or with 
a couple of years of national service as police officers, teachers, or child care workers. Governor Clinton 
supports making Head Start available for every child who needs help, and the creation of a national 
examination system to make sure our children can meet world-class standards in subjects like math and 
science. 
Job Training: A Clinton Administration will create a national apprenticeship program like the one he 
started in Arkansas, to enable high school students who aren't bound for college to enter a course of study 
designed by their high school and local businesses to teach them valuable skills, with a promise of a real 
job when they graduate. Governor Clinton believes that we need to become a nation of lifetime learners, 
and has proposed a national literacy program to teach every adult to read and write, and an innovative job 
training program that would require every employer to offer his or her employees valuable job training 
opportunities or to contribute dollars to a national training fund. 
Making Work Pay: Bill Clinton believes we need to empower the poor to work their way out of poverty. 
As president, Clinton would make work pay by expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit for the working 
poor, and by supporting public and private partnerships to give low-income entrepreneurs the tools to start 
new businesses, through innovative institutions like Shore Bank in Chicago and its rural counterpart, the 
Southern Development Bancorporation in Arkansas. 
Tax Fairness: r:inally, empowering America's workers means letting them keep more of what they earn 
by cutting the average family's tax bill by 10%, approximately $350 per year. Bill Clinton believes the 
people who earn more ought to pay more, not because he wants to soak the rich, but because he believes 
overburdened middle class families shouldn't have to live like they're poor. 
Radically Changing Government: Bill Clinton thinks we need to reinvent government so that it can 
become an engine of opportunity, and not an obstacle to it. In Arkansas, Clintc;m has balanced his state 
budget year after year, improved services, and made sure government treats constituents like the customers 
and bosses they are. Clinton believes government can deliver better services with greater options for the 
same or less money if we restructure government the way successful American corporations streamlined 
themselves in the 1980s to remain competitive. 
A Clinton Administration will reduce bureaucratic overhead through annual 3 % cuts in federal 
administrative costs. Bill Clinton believes we need to increase the amount of the federal budget which is 
spent on investment in the future, and less on current consumption programs. To reduce the deficit, he 
has proposed an innovative budget plan which would tie the growth of consumption programs to the 
increase ;n personal income, so that the budget cannot grow faster than the average American's paycheck. 
A National Health Care Plan: Americans currently spend 30% more on health care than any other 
developed country. Bill Clinton believes we cannot win in the global marketplace without a national health 
care plan . A Clinton Administration will introduce legislation in its first year in office to provide 
affordable, quality health care for all Americans for the same money we spend now, by slashing costs 
through insurance reform, holding down drug prices, stopping the spread of redundant technology, and 
reducing health care bureaucracy. 
A Revolution in lhe ~Workplace: To get our nation moving forward again workers and management must 
work together to create a new, high performance workplace. Governor Clinton has called upon 
• management to allow workers to assume new responsibility for decision making in exchange for abandoning 
out-moded job descriptions and work rules . Clinton believes we need to tie job pay to performance for 
workers and management, and increase incentives for employee ownership. 
No Dcductabilily for .Irresponsibility: In the l 980's, corporate executives raised their pay by four times 
the precentage their workers' pay went up and three times the precentage their profits went up. The 
average American CEO is paid 85 times as much 'as the average American worker. Clinton wants to 
abolish the tax break for excessive executive pay, and end the special tax treatment of corporations that sell 
out their employees by transferring plants and jobs overseas. 
A New Strategy lo Compete and Win 
To compete in the global economy, Bill Clinton believes its time to organize the American economy 
to win against our friends in Europe and Asia. 
Incentives for Productivity: Clinton has proposed a number of incentives to boost productivity including 
permanent extension of the R&D tax credit and tax incentives for the development of new technologies. 
As an alternative to George Bush's capital gains tax, which merely rewards the hollow paper profits of Wall 
Street. Governor Clinton supports an enterprise tax credit which rewards those with the patience, the 
courage, and the determination to create new jobs by starting new businesses. Under this plan, people who 
invest in newly created businesses would receive a 50% tax exclusion for profits on investments held for 
more than live years. 
Expanding Trade for a Strong America: Bill Clinton believes protectionism is just a fancy word for 
giving up; Americans want to compete and win. Clinton supported fast track negotiations with Mexico for 
a free trade agreement, but insists upon the need for tough conditions which prevent our trading partners 
from exploiting their workers or damaging the environment. A Clinton Administration will tell Japan that 
if they don ' t open their markets and play by our mies, we'll play by theirs. To reduce the trade deficit, 
Clinton has called for an energy policy which reduces exports through greater re~iance on clean, efficient 
natural gas, and through research and development of renewable energy sources. 
Gelling Products lo Market: Bill Clinton believes that if we are going to restore American 
competitiveness, we need to be in the forefront not just in inventing products, but in bringing those products 
to the market. A Clinton Administration will create a civilian agency to provide basic research for new 
and critical technologies , and to provide assistance to U.S . corporations that want to bring these 
technologies to consumers . In addition , Clinton has pledged that for every dollar our defense research 
budget is reduced, he will increase the civilian R&D budget by the same amount. Governor Clinton also 
supports a transitional plan to convert the U.S. from a defense to a domestic economy in a way that creates 
more high-wage, high-skill jobs and doesn't destroy our most successful industrial base. 
Expanding U.S. Technology 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
If we want to help U.S. companies keep pace in the world economy, we need to restore 
America to the forefront not just in inventing products, but in bringing them to market. Too 
often, we have won the battle of the patents but lost the war of creating jobs, profits, and 
wealth. American scientists invented the microwave, the VCR, the color TV, and the memory 
chip, and yet today the Koreans, the Japanese, and other nations make most of those products. 
The research and development arm of the Defense Department did a great job of developing 
products and taking them to production because we didn't want them produced overseas. We 
should launch the civilian equivalent -- an agency to provide basic research for new and critical 
technologies and make it easier to move these ideas into the marketplace. And we can pledge 
right now that for every dollar we reduce the defense budget on research and development, we'll 
increase the civilian R&D budget by the same amount. We should commit ourselves to a 
transitional plan for converting from a defense to a domestic economy in a way that creates more 
high-wage jobs, and doesn't destroy our most successful high-wage jobs, and with it the careers 
of many thousands of our best scientists, engineers, and workers. 
The private sector must maintain the initiative, but government has an indispensable role. 
A recent Department of Commerce report is a wake-up call that we are falling behind our major 
competitors in Europe and Japan on emerging technologies that will define the high-paying jobs 
of the future -- like advanced materials, biotechnology, superconductors, and computer-
integrated manufacturing. 
I have mentioned a civilian advanced research projects agency to work closely with the 
private sector, so that its priorities are not set by government alone. We have hundreds of 
national laboratories with extraordinary talent that have put the United States at the forefront of 
military technology. We need to reorient their mission, working with pri_yate companies and 
universities, to advance technologies that will make our lives better and create tomorrow's jobs. 
Not enough of our companies engage in export -- just 15 percent of our companies account 
for 85 percent of our exports. We have to meet our competitors' efforts to help smaller and 
medium-sized businesses identify and gain foreign markets. Our relationship is based on ties of 
democracy, but as we cooperate, we also compete. And the maturity of our relationship allows 
A1".i1erican Presidents, as I will, to insist on fair play. As we put our own economic house in 
order., Iapan must open the doors of its economic house, or our partnership will be imperiled 
with consequences for all the world. 
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Investing in Jobs and Economic Growth 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
I believe in business. I believe in the marketplace. I believe that the best jobs program this 
country will ever have is economic growth. Most new jobs in this country are created by small 
businesses and entrepreneurs who get little help from the government. 
. 
Too often, especially in this environment, banks and other investors won't take a chance 
on good ideas and good people. I want to encourage small business people and entrepreneurs. 
In a Clinton Administration, we'll offer a tax incentive to those who take risks by starting new 
businesses and developing new technologies . Instead of offering a capital gains tax cut for the 
wealthy who will churn stocks on Wall Street anyway, we'll put forth a new enterprise tax cut 
that rewards those with the patience, the courage, and the determination to create new jobs. 
Those who risk their savings on new businesses that create most of the jobs in the country will 
receive a 50% tax exclusion for gains held more than five years. 
And I want to encourage investment here in America in other ways -- by making the R&D 
tax credit permanent, by taking away incentives for companies to shutdown their plants in the 
U. S. and move their jobs overseas, and by offering a targeted investment tax credit to medium 
and small-sized businesses who'll create new jobs with new plant and equipment. 
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Tax Cuts for Families 
And the Forgotten Middle Class 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
Empowering working Americans means letting them keep more of what they earn. Ronald 
Reagan and George Bush raised taxes on the middle class. I'm going to cut them. In a Clinton 
A<lministration, we'll cut income tax rates on the middle class: an average family's tax bill will 
gu down 10 percent, a savings of $350 a year. And the deficit won't go up -- instead, those 
earning over $200,000 a year will pay more, though still a smaller percentage of their incomes 
than they paid in the '70s, not to soak the rich but to return to basic fairness. 
Families with children deserve additional tax relief. The value of the tax exemption for 
clhildren has dropped dramatically since World War II, while the tax burden and the cost of 
raising a family went up. In 1948, a typical family of four paid just 0.3% of their income in 
federal income taxes. Today, a similar family pays 30 times as much. 
We need to stop taxing away the money parents need to raise a family, and restore the 
value of the children's tax exemption. We should replace the current $2,150 dependent's 
exemption with up to an $800 per-child tax credit, which would be equivalent to exempting from 
rax as much as $ 5,330 for a family in the 15 percent tax bracket. This change would mean 
.additional tax savings this year or up to $480 per child for an average-income family. 
We can pay for it without raising the deficit, by enacting a combination of spending 
reforms, such as cutting the $200 billion annual budget for the federal bureaucracy, and tax 
changes designed mainly to close tax loopholes for high-income people. 
This change, along with middle-class tax reform , would deliver real tax relief for those who 
work hard and play by the rules. Combining the impact of these two rcfor.ms, our plan would 
cut federal taxes for an average-income family with two children by as much as $1300. 
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Protecting Our Wetlands 
Excerpts from recent speeches by Governor Bill Clinton 
Our country's wetlands are havens of natural beauty and wildlife that must be preserved 
for future generations. I am firmly in support of "no net loss" of our nation's wetlands and 
believe these critical wetlands must be protected. I strongly condemn George Bush's efforts to 
re-write the definition of wetlands to get arpund his campaign pledge to allow "no net loss." 
The nation's most critical ecosystems, wetlands must be protected because of their importance 
for tlood storage, surface and groundwater replenishment, pollution filtration, and wildlife 
habitat. New measures are need to restore and protect them. I support the expansion of Section 
404 authority to regulate activities that impact wetlands. 
The wetlands policy of a Clinton Administration will be based on science, not politics. The 
recent attempt by the Competitiveness Council to rewrite wetlands regulations demonstrates the 
danger of allowing political considerations to govern the determination of wetlands policy. /\s 
President, I will work with the National Academy of Sciences and other members of the 
scientific community to devise an appropriate wetlands protection policy. Regulations, however, 
should be less stringent on lands that have lost many of their values as ·wetlands, especially 
farmlands that have already been cleared. 
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